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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Arthur G. Rotch, Commissioner
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:
The Twenty-third Annual Report of the Department of Public Welfare,
covering the year from December 1, 19-41, to November 30, 194-2, is here-
with respectfully presented.
Members of the Advisory Board of the Department of Public Welfare:
Date of Original Date of
Appointment Name Residence Expiration
Dec, If 1936 Frederick P. Schmid Boston Jan.
Jan. 10, 1940 Robert Cutler Boston Jan.
Resigned Aug.15,1942
Sept. 9» 1942 Henry R. Guild Needham Jan.
(Vice Robert Cutler)
Dec. If 1938 Marjorie R. Stoneman Brookline Dec.
Dec. 10, 19a Selma C. Bernkopf Brookline Jan.
(Vice Marjorie R. Stoneman)
June 26, 1940 Walter H. Shales Worcester Jan.
Nov. If 1939 David I. Armstrong Worcester Jan.
Resigned Dec. 3, 1941
Dec. 10, 1941 Francis C. Gray Boston Jan.
(Vice David W. Armstrong,)
Dec. 1, 1935 Mary W. Roberts Newton Jan.
FOR THIS &QT*3BfB$ 19*2
the year 19*2 brought ssany probleas for the Department of Futile
Welfare because of our country1 s entrance into *?orld War XI* In th» earl?
sonths of the year* the Social Security Board urged upon the states the
preparation of plana to saf«gsiard the people who al?ht be arreted by enesxy
action or the threat thereof. It sharked a ve*y close association with the
g*ssachusetts Coaedttee an Public Safety, particularly with three of ita
divisions - the Evacuation Division* the Health and Social Service* division
and the fcergicss and £up- lies Division. The Governor issued Executive
Order So* 30 which rlaced the responsibility $oinil7 on the Eepertaent and
the Evacuation Division for caring for people affected by eneay action or tb
threat thereof. At the sase tine* he provided a sua of ao.-iey ;ro» Kla Emer-
gency Fund so that the Department might issaedlately act in case of any cstes
trophe befalling the State as a result of the war* Standards were set up
with the Federal (k>verament which agreed to reimburse the state for expen-
ditures s&de In compliance with the Federal plan* The Depsrtsent s**ent a
great deal f tise daring the year 1942 in organising for this fianction in
the cities and towns and by the appointment of authroixed agents of the
Gassslssloner who were given the power to s?esd money in any emergency : or
the relief and assistance of arsons affected by encsay action. 'The Federal
Government* also through the Social Security Board, get up a pien for earing
for the failles of interned enemy aliens and others* the Governor issued
Executive Order 8o. 3t charging the Dep&rtssent with the responsibility for
earing for these people as the agent of the Federal Government*
the Coaaissloner was appointed a aeaber of the stafr of the Fvacua-
tion Division and the Health and Social Services Division of the
Massachusetts Committee on Public Safety and spent a very considerable
amount of his time during the year planning with these two important Div-
isions for the health and protection of the people because of the war*
In the spring of the year, a Manual of the Standards of Assistance
was prepared by the Hone Economist and sent out to the cities and towns which
were urged to adopt these standards which were used in all appeal decisions.
The Standards are revised every six months in accordance with the prices of
coasodlties*
In 1942 there were great changes due to enlistment and induction
into the ern-ed services of many of the staff and the problem of filling these
positions was a serious one end will undoubtedly continue for the duration.
However, the Department has been able to cei-ry out its functions and duties
in a way that is on the whole satisfactory and it is hoped that the boards of
public welfare in the cities and towns have not felt any lack of helpful
supervision because of this. The first great change because of the war came
about with the appointment of Mr. Clarence A. Bingha® as a Colonel in the Aray
and the appointment of Sfr. Harold W» Ilaeauley to be temporarily in charge of
the Bureau of Accounts.
The year 19-42 witnessed the acquisition the Department of very
important apace in the Ford Building whereby ell the accounting, stfctistie&i,
and research activities of the Ber&rtsent %p.re assembled in one location.
During 1942 there **&3 a a&rked do^n^&rd trend in all the categories
bl relief. There wer* 36,395 cxses on the General Relief rolls in the state
in January snd only 20,349 in December. The amount of rconcy sp*mt in this
category was $1,029,242 in January and $582,179 in Becember. This of course
was due to the great pick-up in employment and in December there were only
4,767 so-called employables on the rolls in the state, in spite of the drastic
cut in P. A. employment. The number of people on Old Age Assistance
decreased also* There vera about 3,000 less cases on the rolls on December
than on January 1942* The aaount of aoney spent on this category, however,
increased because of the change in the law passed by the 1941 Legislature
that went Into effect on May 1, 19-42, so that the total aaount spent for the
year 1942 was three million dollars sore than was spent In the year 1941*
Tht average payiient per case stood at 134*21 as of December, 1942. Aid to
Dependent Children also decreased sharply froa 12,436 cases in January to
9,797 in Decesber with the corresponding decrease in the aaount of money
expended for the year*
The Legislature of 1941 appropriated a sua of $25,000 for a study
of Old Age Assistance. This was conducted under the supervision of Dr. iLlice
Charming and a staff selected by her largely froa the Department. The report
was completed and filed with t: e Secretary of State early in December and it
was the hope of the Department that the recommendations and legislation con-
tained in the report would be r.&de affective by legislation in 1943. The
principal recommendation in this report was that the ainiauas be abolished
and that a mandatory budget be put into ef i ect so that all people in the state
would receive what they needed and all would be on a similar and e^ual basis*
The problems of the Division of Child Guardianship have increased
over the years, and the present Commissioner has done his best to have the
number of Visitors in that Division Increased because he has felt that adequate
provision has been aedle for the Division of Aid and Relief, but that the
standards in the Division of Chile Gu* rdianship ere not what they should be*
The caseload per worker is altogether too large to provide for proper supervi-
sion of the children in the foster hones* It is fortunate, however, that
nothing serious has occurred but we are always fearful because of the large
number of children under the care of each Visitor that something will happen
because the Social Worker is not able to visit the children often enough to
assure proper care, health, and educational facilities for the nearly ?,000
children under the care of the Division of Child Guardianship* It is hoped
that the incoming Legislature will provide more adequately for this Division,
The Commissioner was appointed by His Excellency, the Governor,
to two important Interim Commissions* One was the Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations which met often during the year to render its report to the
Legislature in December* The other Commission vat the Massachusetts Board
for the Promotion of Opportunities for loung People*
The year 1942 also witnessed on September 1 the closing of the
Civilian Conservation Corps which had been administered in this state by
tfrs.Bresnahai* *ince its inception*
The Coxaissiorter wishes to thank again all the staff of the Depart-
aent and the members ar,d employees of the local boards who have cooperated
so splendidly in the nlans for Civilian £ar Assistance*
DIVISION OF AID AND RELIEF
Rollo A. Barnes, Director
The Division of Aid and Relief Includes four
subdivisions:
Subdivision of Settlements, Subdivision of Supervisory
Service, Subdivision of Social Service to Tewksbury
State Hospital and Infirmary, Subdivision of Appeals,
The reports of the supervisors of these subdivisions
are herewith submitted.
the activities ef the pent yoor ten been marked by the entrance of tho
nation into mr. The firet claim on the activities of the Division hu boon
preparation to bo of any poeelble aeale banco to the nation at ear both through prepare
-
tion to moot danger of enemy attack 00 well 00 retaining the horn* frost during thie
period of special strains. Tho 000UI work •toff of tho Division on4 of loool Board*
of Publia tolfmro were completely mobilised to 00x17 outthe Civilian Bar Assistance
program established by tho federal government and ncoepted by tho ototo * th tho
00—lotlonor acting 00 adadaiatrator of thia program. Complete plana mere woHead
out to soot any alTllian noode arising out of many nation or evacuation resulting
from tho danger of attack under abetment a nada with tho Kassaahueetts Oonadttao
on Publia Safety and tho American Sod Croat* At tho yoar eloeed, proparationa noro
nndo to uoo tho anno piano to noot tho poeelble nooda arieing out of an aouta oil
ahnrtngo*
firing thia porlod it ana Inevitable that many plana laid tho previous yoar
received la at anphaoio than would othorwiaa have baan tha oaaa. It should bo pointod
out, homever, that during thia porlod of rapidly rieing prlooo tho Dapnrtnant loouod
now standard budget prlooo In order that noalatanoo pnynanta ohould noot tha higher
ooete of 11Ting* All loorda of Publia Halfare ware strongly urged to noot theee
higher ooete to sustain the nation*! health nhioh lo even more important to a nation
at war. In addition to tho rerlelon of tho price eehedule a tho now Manual of
Standards of Aaalatanoo woe ocmph- ted and released to the local Boarde of Publia
welfare In April nhioh hoe proved to be of value In determining aeourately and
equitably the amount of essistanoc needed in each Individual situation presented
whether eld la being rendered under tho Old Ago Aaaietanee, Aid to Dependent
Children, or General Relief program* tumeroua noetlnga ware held under the lender*
ohlp of the Oonoultant In tteadarde of Aoolttanoo to nana thia aa uaaful 00 poaalble
to local Boerda.
Chapter 729 of the Aeta of 1941 became fully effective on April SO and haa
rooultod la aubetential lnoronae in the average Old Age Aaalatanoo payment. Thia
law eetabliehed aevcral now nflmjmeni ratea bated primarily on providing larger amounto
for lndlvidualo and eouplea living by tiianaelvea while retaining tin) old rate a for
thoee living within n family group. Some eonfueion and diesatic faction rooultod fron
thia modified change of rate t ainoo many people expected an autornable inoroooo to
the largoot minimum rate of #40.00 to vhleh much publicity wno given. Suaeroue
problems areee in applying tho ninimnm ratei nhioh will bo elearly ahown in tho
•urvey made by tho department under Chapter 719• Careful atudy of thia survey lo
recommended aa an excellent eouree of information about tho present administration
of thia program. Tho oonoluoion and reoomnenoationo of tho eurvey are wholeheartedly
emmaendod by tha Division. Thia report waa printed aa a * gislatlve dooumtnt under
House 1476 - Special Report of the Comniaaloner of Public Weifaro in Regard to aa
Investigation and Study of tha Administration of tho Old Ago Aaaietanee Lev and of
the Beneflte Beoeived by Haoiplente of Such Aaalatanoo.
The galne effected by tho reorganisation of the mark of the Division have
boon further consolidated by the Division's decision to base reimbursement on
examination of load records and tho requirement of only minimum notification to
tho Division by local Boarde whom 00000 are aided, with the subsequent aubmioelon
of a duplicate copy of tho local pay roll. Thia haa mode it poeelble to eliminate
tho preparation and mointonenco of o aeperete file of state records on oil tho
dotalla of loool action on eaaea aidod without giving up sound ooenrenoo aa to the
approprieteneoe of ototo reimbursement. It doea, of eouree, require that adequate
records bo maintained in tho local offlooe nhioh are eescntial for local controls
aa well aa for audit by tho Division.
1
The Dirltlon has also *b»rkt4 on ft project leading to the develop»*nt of
additional revisioa of Manuel notorial to enable looel Boards to have inoorpcr»t«d
their reooewendatione as « result of experience with present poliolet. It it
anticipated that thio mil bo ft loaf-time profcrwn which will hftf* May valuable
by-products in watntalatng oouud working relationships between the Division «a4 the
local Boards of Public Welfare. Under the social Security Board pro* ran* It
eeeonoe increasingly ftftftftfftftty to ftoturo uniformity 1ft operation throughout tho
•tat*. Tao required authority «fta gloom to tho oopart—nt to •oompXlah this
needed uniformity in tho 1*41 legislative session but tho prooess of eeoonplishlaf
this purpooo io BOOOOOftrUy ft long one. In this oomootloft it to important to
noto oaoo sore that thoro are throe hundred and fifty-one local Boards of Publie
Welfare each with a eeparate Bureau of 014 Age Assistance. At least a third of
thio number have oa insufficient oaoo load to oarrant tho ompluymsmt of famine
workers. Ae clearly showin the Old Age Assistance survey, uaifom edninistretion
lo difficult to achieve under euoh diverse oonditiens. As indicated la previous
report*
, on extension of tho plea whereby towns join la employing a worse r to
serve several towns appears highly dosireels*
there baa boom substantial progress under the leadership of the aodloal
advisor and the nodieel social consultent during the year. Through various
professional advisory ooaadttoos foe schedule! have boom established at a basis
for reimbursement ami as a guide to local Boards la scouring adequate oorviooo at
reasonable cost. Cooperative pollelee have also been adopted with visiting
nurse associations, health departments, ehesl dopai tonuilo, end the Department of
Mental Health, Dlsonoaloa io still underway regarding requested revision of tao
present basis for reimbursement by the departaont for hospital care end it is hoped
that the legislature will give favorable consideration to bills which will be
presented revising upward present jwtxlmun reimbursement of three dollars par oaf
for hospital ©ere.
Reports from tao subdlvlslone follow.
sr
SUBDIVISION OF SETTLEMENTS
Roy D. Merchant, Supervisor
The subdivision of settlements investifates the settlements of
patients adaitted to the Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirmary,
State Fans (Infirmary Department), State Sanatoria, and the Massa-
chusetts Hospital School, ^nd generally supervises the settlement
work of the division. There were five -ersons remaining in the
Infirmary Department of the State Farm on Koveaber 30, 1942-
The facilities of the Infirmary De-partnent are no longer available
for the admission of dependent persons frosi cities and to^ns.
The following table is a sumnary of the work done during the year
in the examination and investigation of settlements of inmates of the
State Institutions:
Settle-lfo Orders Total
Institutions Exaaina- Orders rnents Settle- with- Cases
tions Issued Found sent drau^» ?c turned
State Infirmary 2006 597 477 237 50 76^
State Farm 7 6 1 5 6
Lakeville State Sanatorium 217 182 192 11 203
No, Heading State Sanatorium 123 95 85 9 94
Rutland State Sanatorium 163 100 78 22 100
Westfield State Sanatorium 230 133 138 138
ilassachusetts Hospital School 5 2 7
Totals 2751 1118 976 286 50 1312
Cases pending November 30, 194-2 - 194
f
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SUPERVISION OP WAYFARERS LODGES AND
CHEAP LODGIflO HOUSES
Boston like other largo cities gets its quota of the
homeless.
The Wayfarers' Lodge maintained by the City gives
satisfactory shelter to these unfortunates.
It has a capacity for 174 men and no one is turned
away because arrangements are made with commercial homes*
The demand for labor has decreased the number applying
to the Lodge and the other charitable and ooauercial homes*
Conditions have been found generally satisfactory*
a i m u a i upon
DfMBbcr 1, 1941 - Hovenber 50, 1942
COMfOinaULLCH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Deportment of Public Welfare
PIvie ion of Aid It Relief
SUBDIVISION OF SUPSRVIEOSY SEHVICB
The responsibility of the subdivision of supervisory service, under the director of
the Division of Aid k Relief, le to cony out in detail the Department *• legal obligation
the
to supervise/public assistance program administered by loom! boards of public welfare in
the Connorwealth. Under the various lama pertaining to publie assistance, charging the
Department of Public Welfare with this responsibility, are included the programs of Old
Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, Temporary Aid, Side State Poor, and Dangerous
Diseases in cooperation with local Boards of Health*
This subdivision mas created under the reorganisation program of the Department in
1939. It operates through seven district offices looated in convenient centers throughout
the state. Each district office Is in ohorms of a district supervisor with one or more
assistant supervisors, a staff of supervisory social workers and a clerical staff, less
area worker is assigned a certain territory In which he operates. This may be a portion of
a city or a group of towns, for supervising the administration of which ho is held responsi-
ble under direction of his superiors. The entire subdivision is under the general super*
vision of a chief supervisor whose office is in the State House.
The district office is the Department's publie assistance office in the portion of
the state comprising that district. Local boards of public welfare and their employed
personnel look to the district office and area workers for their guidance, direction, mout
cf their supplies furnished by the state, and their source of information.
lot only are the district offices responsible for supervising public assistance, but
they have given service in many other activities for the general publie welfare, as, for
instance
t
BSRSBSCY * A.R PR031AMS during the period of this report have depended heavily upon
the subdivision of supervisory service for carrying out their responsibilities. The
Massachusetts Coewdttee on Publio Safety carried out a great part of its organisational
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program, so far as relief and eooial service were concerned, through our district offloo
•toff*. This personnel made provision through their offloos and the looal publio welfare
units for neeting any emergency caused by war action or by shortage of fuel, even to the
point of having eheoks ready to supply needs for evacuees, those bombed, or meeting ear
caused disaster in any way. The subdivision personnel helped organise committees, acted
ss advisors in many votings, carried out instructions, supplied literature and directions,
and furnished leadership for these measures. This entailed much study for preparation, oom-
piling material, giving instructions, attendance at evening meetings, and a vast amount of
work in addition to the regular aotivitles of the staff.
V
METHODS OF EUPBIVISIOM
District supervisors meet in the central office at the State House bi-weekly, and at
times in special meetings, for continuous consideration of now legislation affectin their
work, court rulings, Attorney-General •§ opinions, Ijopartment rules, policies, and proce-
dures for the administration of public assistance. They continuously review the entire
program of the administration of publio assistance as related to the applicants, recipi-
ents, local boards, and eosssunity relationships, in the light of their experience gathered
from all contacts of the staff members throughout the 351 looal units of administration.
They consider their supervisory plans and practices, exohange experiences, appraise their
interpretation of policies, illustrate by difficult ease situations, together propose
changes or revisions in operations, and present their findings to the Director and Com-
missioner for decision or adopting.
The staff is continuously alert for new and improved ideas which will help to simplify
and to clarify the operations of local boards, develop their own aotivitiee to help local
boards and their administration. Theao conferences ere a point of clearance for the Dapart-
msnt. A great deal of information and problems are brought in from local boards of publio
welfare. The supervisors receive announcements and information to take out to the local
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beards through the state staff, and test polioios and smterial being prepared fer the uee
of local boards.
Supervisors * conferences are used also to relate the various bureaus and subdivisions
of the Department where their activities need oocean consideration. Other Departs*nt* and
agencies, as will as the federal Social Security Board, uee this nediun of understanding
state problems and working out eossaon problems.
DISTRICT STAFF MEETINGS are held bi-weekly and when there is a special need. At
these meetings, the district supervisor and the assistant to the supervisor carry to the
staff the information and results of discussions in the supervisors' conferences, in order
that the whole staff sexy be familiar with all procedures as they are developing. The dis-
trict staff Meetings are used also to gather the experience froa the local units brought
in by the area workers who have direct contact with all local unite within the district.
From their contacts and discussions with local board aaabers, agents, supervisors, and
staff, they have first-hand information as to the working of the progran of public assis-
tance, procedures, rules, etc. By this knowledge, they are prepared to give the supervisor
information to relay to the central office, for continuous building toward the greatest
possible efficiency of operation. Staff development proceeds here through study and dis-
suasion.
INDIVIDUAL COKFEHc*CKfc. Regularly soheduled supervisory conferences are held by the
district supervisor or his assistant with each field worker on a bi-weekly basis between
the district staff meetings i end the chief supervisor confers regularly with each district
supervisor. The state staff recoiaaends these regularly soheduled conferences for the staff
in local units.
COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES. Throughout the year, special end standing committees, composed
of state staff msmbers from the field and central bureaus, work with the administrative
officials of the Department on various problems and procedures, perfecting various phases
ef the work, developing standards, and attempting to simplify and imke more efficient the
public assistance program throughout the Cosnonwealth.
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WTHVISOBT PROCESS
Through the continuous appraisal of the work, it was known by January 1942 that the
state and local staffs were ready for a broader concept of their relationship. From the
beginning of the reorganisation in 1959, the area visitors were charged with the approval
of each oase for reisfburserwnt, through checking local records required, end even through
special investigations in the homes of applicants and recipients when this was necessary.
It was now found that the local boards had progressed to the point in their operations, and
the state staff had progressed to the point, where the administration of public assistance
should be left as the responsibility of the local board. The state staff eould now be held
responsible for the general supervision of the program. In the process, a simplification
of operations of local boards and state staff could be effected.
In January 1942, the new supervisory process and local responsibility was announced
by the Departs* rxt to all local boards, and the state staff was instructed in the new and
broader concept of their duties in connection with the Department *s responsibility for super-
vising the public assistance) progrew as conducted by the local units.
This probably was the greatest change since the reorganisation of 1959. The Certifi-
cation of Eligibility form required for each ease, and the Change of Status form required
fer each change in the grant, were no longer required. An equivalent recording in the local
records was substituted.
In summary, the policy then adopted, effective February 1, 1942, was to place full
responsibility for administration of public assistance aocording to state law and rules of
the Department, upon local Boards of Public Welfare and Bureaus of Old Age Assistance.
They wsre held responsible for knowledge of laws, rules and polioies, and were held fully
accountable for determining eligibility, need, and amount of assistance, according to
established standards
.
The state worker was to keep himself thoroughly informed of the extent to which local
units were meeting their responsibilities. Approval of individual oasee and changes was
no longer the function of the state wcrker. That was a local responsibility. The state
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worker <u to advise and assist local officials, but ha waa not to make toolsions for than.
Relieved of thaaa fomsr duties, tha stats worker had mors tins for ©onatruetive super-
Tlsion on a broader basis, rothode of supervision war* prepared in detailed outline, and
the state workers were instructed inwys of carrying out their new function.
STANDARDS OF ASSISTANCE
With release from routine detailed paper work, tha field staff of tha Department waa
able to assist local units of publio welfare to put into effect definite standards and pro-
cedures in their administration of publio assistance. This was accomplished through use
of a Manual of Standards of assistance. Tha state workers tested practice in the uae4 of
thaaa standards against individual cases, and used the principles involved toward establish-
ing an adequate and equitable grant for each applicant and recipient to insure his health
and wsll being. Tha 1wonso amount of tins and effort put into this project accomplished
the greatest advance in uniformly adequate assistance in the Coranororealth that had yet
been attained.
ADaH ISTKATITS REVIEWS
Administrative reviews were another satthod of chocking local units in their admini-
strative supervision and application of laws, rules, procedures, and standards of assistance.
The state staff conducted Its own reviews, and worked olosoly with the representatives and
analysts of tha Social Security Board in their review process throughout the Cossaonwoalth
.
Through findings in these reviews, application of principles and practices were advanced
in local use.
PSDSBAL-STATS-LOCAL RELATIONSHIP
Perhaps the greatest reason for the tremendous advance in quality and standards of
administering publio assistance during the past few years is the iaportant advantage
secured through the federal-state- local relationship at present in operation. In Massachu-
setts there is a strong t radition of local autonomy in publio welfare administration. This
has great advantages recognised by the state Department and the Social Security 3oard. With
<7
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the ccceptsnce of the cooperative federal program by the Cojmnonwealth, the state tad federal
representatives Mt About to establish tbo boat poeeible edniniotration of public assistance I
within tbo Commonwealth through joint operation* of the throo lmli of gorerument. Remark
-
able accomplishments have followed, although tboro U yot much to bo hoped for.
One hundred twenty-three tonne in the Cetwoonweelth administer public assistance through I
elected official*, ttaly 52 of theee hare eren part-tine or full-tine enployed clerical
aerriee. Too hundrod twenty-eight have enployed workers, 202 of then on a oivil eerriee
basis, others with varying forms of administration, ranging from one employee who adminis-
ters the entire program including talcing oare of his own olerieal work, up to a staff in
*
I
larger eities running into the hundreds of employees.
y.ith theee widely varying types of administration, the problem of getting the job
done well, uniformly, and equitably throughout the Commonwealth aaeussts momentous propor-
t
tions. This situation is one of the factors which makes noeossary a comparatively complex
I
system and requires groat skill to secure acccnpllshaent of the desired ends.
State and federal officials bond every effort to moot the requirements. The advan-
tage of gathering experience throughout the 47 other states sand the territories administer- j
I
lag public assistance, through the Social Security Board representatives, is extreeely
helpful. Continuously, pertinent material from outside of Massachusetts is brought to bear -
I
en the Massachusetts probleme.
One way in whioh the levels of government have worked together is through Institutes
where the representatives and teohnlolans arc brought together to analyse and devise methods
of developing and applying skills to supervise and administer the public assistance program.
<-
The supervision of public assistance, which is the chief obligation of the Department
in this program, claims mueh attention of technicians in training from the federal Social
Security Board, who have conducted Institutes on this subject. It night be noted inoidontly
that their accepted definition of supervision is "the responsibility taken by one person for
the work of another*, or by one supervising agency for the work of another agency.
\1
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On lovombar 18-19, 1941 a two-day Institute on supervision wu conduoted fay ft Social
Seourity Board oon«ultant in technical training for tho district supervisors, their assist-
ents, and members of tho eontfal offloo staff of tho Dopartxwnt. During these two days,
try oarofnl oonoldoration was given aa to tho goals and mothods of the job to be done in
eonneetion with tho purpose of the agency, and how to help the state staff, and through
then, the local unit staffa to carry out their responsibility of getting a good job done.
This involved consideration of administrative supervision of every angle of the offioe
operations aa well aa the detailed eaae work supervision aa applied to tho day-to-day job
in granting publio assistance, and helping thoae applicants and recipients who have problems
beyond their ability to solve, to work then out satisfactorily to themselves and their
families.
Staff development and orientation to their work, aa wall aa continuing supervision
and development of leadership, boeans much clearer to thoae participating in this Institute.
Through tho subdivision of supervisory service, the Department brings its operations
eleee to the local board of public welfare and their staffs. Through tho district offioe,
and with the area worker living for the noat part within, or eloae to, his area, frequent
and continuous service is given in all phases of the administration of publio assistance.
Emergencies are more readily eared for in regular and special activities, and state opera-
tions are deoentrail sod. Democratic principles ef government are applied with increasing
efficiency in administering the seoond largest governmental expenditure and in this field
for which government stands, servioe to the people. Real social security for children, for
parents, for those who become a/ed or sick, and all who fall in need is beeoming more nearly
a fact throughout the Commonwealth*
/1
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The outstanding comment of the year is the continuing decrease in
admissions and the low census of patients throughout the year* The average
daily censuswas 2231—214 less than 1941, the largest number of patients on
any day, 2490 on January 24th, wnich tiae of year is always the peak of the
population; the lowest census on July ±3th was 2005 which was 131 less V&n
last year's lowest census* On December 1st, there were 2264—106 less than
last year; 431 less than 1940.
In comparing this wartime experience with that of 191S, the yearly
admissions, the high and low census, and the average daily census are very
such the same, as the curve of the institution population follows the curve
of employment. There are many more empty beds in 1942 because of additional
buildings erected during the 25 years—Richols with 400 beds, and Stoneeroft
with 600 beds. These were built to accommodate great numbers of able-bodied
unemployed and ambulatory aged sen, and to increase the number of beds in tne
hr.spital wards for the chronic sick, which have been increasingly and constantly
in great demand. It is sore and more evident that the function of Tewksbury
is the care of the chronic sick, the majority of whoa corse for terminal care.
The two buildings now closed, could easily be filled with chronic sick seiv
vice were available to staff them. However, beds without medical and nursing
service, sust remain empty until employment conditions change or more persons
enter the professions. On December 1st, the hospital wards had 812 patients,
i 255 of whom had legal settlements in cities and towns. The nursing hoaea on
which local boards of public welfare have depended to care for the chronic and
aged sick, are also taich handicapped by lack of service, resulting in raore
numerous requests for admissions of patients to Tewksbury, a total of 531 for
the year*
If full employment continues as is hoped and planned, the buildings
constructed as shelter and lodgings for the unemployed, might be remodelled
to increase the number of hospital beds. Tewksbury then might be abl^ to
abolish and obliterate the stigma of the almshouse, and receive not only free
patients, but paying patients, who at per cepita cost rates, would undoubtedly
avi.ll themselves of the such n eded chronic hospital care. As acute disuse
becoses less and less, due to the discoveries of scientific medicine, chronic
diseases will asrrune greater iaportence in medical research. Bassachusetta
already has had an excellent study of chronic disease by the late Dr. Bigelow
and Dr. E* L. LoEbard, published in 1933, showing the magnitude of the problem
and incident in population, which might provide useful recommendations in t::e
ost-war planning for health services in the Corarionwealth. The care of
chronic sick will loom large as no ne* facilities i«ave developed since the
Study, and the treatment and care of the chronic sick are fast becoming a
major problem for every community.
To conclude , with buildings available and an excellent hospital al-
ready in operation, sight not Tewksbury become the center of a chronic dis-
ease program which should be studied and carefully planned, as the proframs
for tuberculosis and cancer have been, and put into blueprint, ready for
action. As to the able-bodied unemployed, which may reach large numbers in
tile post-war period, especially during the transition period from war to
peace time industries, many of the men who have been habitues every winter,
have proved that when there are Jobs available, they do work end ar'- not as
l&sy and shirtless as supposed, to allow tr.ese men to assume their old hab-
its' is extravagant for the State, and demoralizing Tor the individual, so
that now would sees to be t^e tiae to plan for a public works prograa to ab-
sorb this labor and a public assistance program to coordinate with the United
States Faploy sent Service so that the souths in the institution waiting for
work are eliminated and unnecessary,
^DaiS3I?-^-t The total admissions to the hospital and infirraary f ron: cities
and to-.ns were 1901; 823 carce from Boston and 265 were admitted t, rough the
Tewksbury Beard of Public Welfare; 914 were readnissions—860 men, 50 woaeu
and L children, and 797 v?ere new patients.
An increase in admissions to the insane wards due to transfers fros
the rental hospitals, has brought the number to 598 patients and to the full
qpipacity of the five buildings equipped to care for the insane. Hany of these
new ati<-:it5 (295} are younger than the patients who have grown old in the
asyluia %cri- in the years since the wards have been closed, to new adsissi^nsf
and prase: t social problems upon which the psychiatrist ueed* the assistance
of a social worker with psychiatric training. The diseases of the nine* and
the social reactions of the patient and his fasily, need expert knowledge and
special understanding with which the present social service staff is not
equipped* i.e discharge or parole of aental patients needs unusually skill-
ful investigation, as successful adjustments to cosastmity living are largely
dependent on the social worker*
T;:e births—32 ( 7 legitimate, 75 illegitimate), remain about thi sa^e,
•arying little* The State Industrial School at Lancaster referred 36 girls
for rrenatal care and cenf ineoantj Wrenthaa State School, *4; Belcher town
State School and the waiter E* Pernald State School*. 1 each* This year, al-
though sex delinquency is said to be on the increase, has not brought an in-
oreasc in unmarried mothers* The equipment and service for maternity care
is so excellent., it seems that it s ,ould be of greater service to the neigh-
boring towns*
The dentins have Increased froa 381 of last year to 467 (350 -.-en, 117
•O'T.en, whicn is in proportion to the population); 70 deaths due to cancer, of
which 16 ease direct fros ^ondvixle Hospital; 66 to tuberculosis; 60 to
heart disease, etc., showing that *sany patients Coae for chronic and t-r -.ir.4i
care.
Syphilis and gonorrhea—in wartime, one sight expect an incrces , but
nosoitaiisati -n for either of these diseases is becoming unusual sari only
when c recalcitrant psticnt refuses to cooperate in the clinics end out-
patient departments, is he sent to the hospital* Syphilis, 169, end gon-
orrhea infection, 12, are a nen all-tlas Ice which indicates the efxicac^ ef
me treatment v.ith sulfa drugs, and the period of treatment is reduced froa
six months :r sore to less tnen three sonths*
alcoholiss—is diagnosis of 261 admissions; 12*4 o. these patients were
rcadiaisoio'is and ahitual o.:en&ers> living between Te^ksbury and Bri&gewater
State Fara. here, again, study on a State-wide basis is needed to deternint
the best methods of care and treatment, and rate of increase of incidents end
causes of alcoholisa. An indefinite sentence of custodial care and treatment
«t Bridgevsa ter State Fara with release on the individual case basis, sight
even now reveat soae wastage of hnaan life*
Th: birthplaces of the 1901 admissions for the year arc interesting
y-jU horn in Massachusetts and other States; 223 in the Canadian Provinces;
2v>6 in Ireland, and trier* a drop to a fee less than 10 froa Italy, Poland, and
China. It has been accepted generally that patients at Tewksbury v<cre
foreign bom and transients from other States, iiore than 50 rer cent wert
born in Massachusetts and 15% were born in the other states, leavinp only
one third born overseas. The restriction on lrarrH gration end n;or<- liberal policy
of givin* public assistance in the co.anunity as store constructive and huaene,
are the explaju tions.
The age grouoc of the 1901 admissions reflect the periods of life
trrien dependency and illness frequently occurs—172 under 10, which excludes
births; the largest age group ^as 50-60 years with 537, followed by 60-70
years with
Cnildr^u—On December 1, , there were 150 minors; 117 c) Udren
under lj? ye...rs end 33 tetre^n 15 and 21 years. Tr.enty-elght infants were
bom there and were with their mothers awaiting social disposition. Thirty-
six children were wards of the Division of Child Guardianship and unsuitable
for fost r hoae placement because of physical and nental conditions* Forty-one
children, were accepted directly fron their own ho es on the application of the
K&ids oi public welfare and recommendations of hospitals end physicians; these
cMidrt.r. huz such cental and physical abnormal! ties that they could rot regain
in their o*n hones* It has been necessary to establish a nailing List because
of the s&ny applications and the limit to tne bed capacity (120) in the
children's eard. Thus, 122 of the 150 children are subject for custodial
care in th; schools /or the fe< Dle-rainded, who are unable to coi.zl-i^T even e
Est hopeful of these children, because of their ov rcrowdec wards and long
waiting lists.
ggCItAJja r.TP 3;:?^rvi>:ljrT; The sen who hare been discharged, have had great
hopes oi ersanent JoVs, and next year's : igures will tell whether t cse 8
heve intermittent *vork habits can really stabilise stifficiently to retain the
Jobs, They have certainly shewn interest and ef1 ort to obtain work si nee 'obs
have been available. The women, of whom there are very few in the older
group even able to consider work, never have any diihiculty in finding steady
*erfc in hotels and hospitals. The age group of both ^.en end worsen, which is
lar -st between 50 and 65 years, indicates that a certain number are too
feeble to continue to work on the outside and cor^e to the institution to stay
ontil such Line as they are eligible at 65 years for Old Age Assistance*
Sixty—three ami were rehabilitated, with the assistance of the 3ccia*.
iirkers, on Old Age Assistance, and twenty-thr»e on General Belief*
In order that the foreign-bom oatients sight becone citizens, end
Incidentally, cualify for Old Age Assistance, the £crks Progress Administra-
tion g*./e a citizenship course of £0 lesions, und^r tha direction :>f special
teac err>, during the winter, which was attended regularly by 20 r~n. n ci
these ade application for their first citizenship papers, and th< money for
t fees cf f 2.50 each vss provider for those who did not have it by the
Lend-/ -h an.: h'ociety.
Supervision and raedical follow-up in the cocaaunity are * rticuiarly
necessar, with the younger wo&en. Fziploy.-ent • t domestic service for the
aother with aer fcv y has again become possible and desirable for so e mothers*
Betdjurrtaent to coir.: amity living after the experience of unnarried sat rnlty
and other ^oclf.l delinquencies, takes courage ami determination t iaake good,
rtenforced by the atie-ice and ir:aninstion of the social Yorkers.
A??_l_1CATI ' -y Al T :n'slCTi As the- transportation applications nade to the
Boston Overseers of Public Welfare are referred to the restrict 7 service,
Bis sub-aivi3ion receives only the applications fror. the Travelers Aid
Society or other r^.vate agencies. The agencies ^resent a puoaary of their
Investigations with a copy of the acknowledgment of responsibility :-oa the
hcnie state or reliable relative. If our requirements are met, transportation
is granted.
Suaber of applications for transportation—69; transportation was
given to 59 and refuseftto 10. Case:5 vere referred by Travelers Aid Society-/
1
Family "eifare 3ociety-l; Boards of rublic Welfare—Boston-»4; Melros«-2s
Kedford-2; Lunicipsl Cc-urt-9; Boaerville Police-2; Self-2; Cambridge City
Kospltc-1-3; Massachusetts General Hospital-!; Boston Urban League*!; Carney
Ho spit:-1-1.
Social agencies have referred 50 cases for advice and social treat-
pent* sotse of whoa went to Tewksbury for further care, end others . ave been
carried in the community.
social or;-vicr roh
fco. ui n patients receiving Social Service at Tewksbury State
Eospitsj and Infirmary 2135
(Short service, 669; intensive service, 304)
Sew case? receiving Social Service 706
Tuberculosis .151
Chronic illness 525
Physically iandicappad 97
Other illness 94
lati^nts discharged froa Tewksbury Btate Hospital and Inflraary
by Social Service. ........ 756
Discharged without investigation 260
to relatives or friends So
* employment. ..... ........ 211
r other States. 42
other L>tate Departments 12
* court 24
r
" cental hospitals .......... 24
* * veteran* s hospitals. . 9
* B.P.W.-legal settleaent 72
rehahiiit: ted on Old Age assistance • 63
* on General Relief . • 23
applicants .or admission to Tewksbury State Hospital and Infir: ry
at City Institutions Department ... ........ l r 3
p Et« ;c House 50
Referred to private social agencies ..... 32
* to relatives 13
for local hospital care 33
" to Bv P.' .-legal settlement 29
to Bnaton O.r.r-. for assistance. • 5
to tewksbury State Bosoital k Inflraary 347
Pefused assistance 23
Persons under supervision in the community ........ 65
Visits to ho es ?f clients 45
Vis it 5; of clients at office 240
rals to hospital «... It
Visits :or social investigations 125
Assisted to eaployaent •••• 11
AND C^ILDF.KH
jlo. o: nanem and children receiving Social Service et
the Tewksbury State hospit.il ana Infiraary •« . •....556
FrcgiiEHCj arid convalescence.. 68
Chronic illness ..245
/cute illness 35
Children vith 'ental and physical dis-
abilities 78
Feeblealnded adults needing custodial care.. 30
(Ft*adr;i5sio..s..
. . .50)
PUients discharged fros Tewksbury State Hospital and Infirwary
Seels! Service...., 317
To r«.la vives. • .165
To c 1 ont ^2
To r ar lovsent accompanied by child*. 15
To Girls Carole Division 31
Ic Division of Child Guardianship 25
To rrobatioc Officers 8
to Beards of Public Welfare...... 11
To Department of *Jratal health*.... 9
Absconded iron insti tut ion. 1
Persona receiving service in the con .nmity ...... » ...270
Applications for service received st office 50
Visits to clients at rorV: and in their hoaes. .............. .823
Visits of clients to office .595
Visits for social Investigation
Visits of investigations for ^rage horses. .. ................ . 12
Replacements..... 52
Clients accompanied to hospitals 33
Adoption of children under supervision. .... ..... 20
Adjudications of paternity by the Court and orders
for support of children bom out of wedlock 11
lfTeraents jut of Court for support cf children
torn ou i of ~. edlock 23
Bank accounts for children, ••76, totalling , hl.7
Collected, lor support of children $.2212.32
Pcid out for support of children I255U18
Ssvings accounts for clients,
. .52, totalling £6901.03
NNUAL aaPORT from December 1, 1941 to November 30, 1942
SUBDIVISION OF APPEALS
Louis R. Lipp, Supervisor
OLD AOL AoolSTANCL APPEALS
Chap. 481, Acts of 1939
The number of appeals pending December 1, 1941 391
Appeals received from December 1, 1941 to November 30, 1942 2986
Total 3377
Appeals acted uponi
No action taken j aid granted by local bureaus 129
Closed for various reasons 111
..ithdrawn 143
Died
_22fc
TOTAL 407
Cases approved 1011
Ca:es denied 168;
C^ses investigated — 796
Hearings held —2703
TOTAL 2694
Total appeals c>cted upon 3101
Total appeals pencing, 11/30/42 276
Reasons for denial by Subdivision of Appeals from L2/lAl to ll/30/42j
Present allotment sufficient 603
Children able to provide 548
Sufficient resources 296
Unsatisfactory explanation of
expenditure of funds 40
Lack of essentials 38
Transfer of property (real or personal) 35
Uo t residing on property owned 28
Not deserving 23
Excessive personal property 20
iixcessive insurance 16
Fraud 7
Husband able to provide 6
liore than 60 days since last official
act-on by local bureau 5
Other reasons 18
Total appeals denied 1683
12/1/41 to lL/30/42
V
4
appeals a-cuviD mm oaxsmBm i, 1941 to uwAmui 30, 1942
pISTKlCT n
Adaus Aw
AgawAffl L**
AlfOTd 2
Belchertown H
Brimfield 3
Chesire 2
Chester 1
Chesterfield 2
Chicope
e
22
Clarksburg 2
Conway 2
Deerfield 7
oasthafpton 1
Last Longraeadow 4
.^reaont 1
Gill 1
Granb 2
Great 3arria<jton 3
Greenfield U
Hawley 1
5
Holyoka 35
Lane sborough 2
Lee 2
Lenox 1
Lon^aeadow 2
Ludlow 5
lionson 1
Montague
Jiontgooery 1
Korth Ada&SL?
Mopt^iAJWD'Lonnv4 WK ilM/vVli 22
Sorthfield 1
Qrango 11
faliacr 7
Pittefield
Rom 1
Sandisfisld x
Savoy 1
Sheffield 3
South Hadley 5
Southwick 1
Springfield 162
Stoekbrid^e 1
Kales 3
A
nendeLL x
ftost Springfield IB
ftestfield 2
•ilbrahata 1
hiliiaastown 6
sorthington
?„,
432
Mara! ^
Acton 3
Athol U
Auburn 2
Ayer 1
Barre 1
Berlin 1
Boxborou/jh 1
Boylaton 2
Brookfiold i
Clinton 32
East SrookfieU 1
Fitchburg 28
Fraininghaia 5
Gardner 5
Grafton 3
Hardwick 2
Harvard 3
Rolliston 3
Hopedale 1
Hopklnton 1
Hudson 2
Loominster 16
Littleton 1
Marlboro 5
Maynard 6
Mendon 1
Kilforti 18
lOllbury 3
Hatick 10
Northbridge 3
Korth Brookfield 1
Oxford 5
Pepporell A
Hoyalston 3
Rutland 2
Shrewsbury 1
Southbrid^e 15
Spencer 2
Stirling 1
Sturbrid^e 1
Tecpleton 1
Tovmoend 3
Upton 1
Uxbridge 1
Warren 2
Viobster 1
iaeet Boyloton 1
fceat Brookfiold 1
Westminster 1
Winchendon 1
Worcester
0L.TMCT :3
t
1
2
10
7
Burlington 2
7
i«acv--r * 8
2
1
1
39
4
Htvorhill M
3
71
6
5
Kidtflatar. 1
1
47
6
2
K>
4
5
ito»l«y 3
aim 2
4
To«kabury X
1
1
A*ct Sectary 4
380
5augus
a*lthai&
»
12
36
2
5
4
i
40
21
9
30
40
6
14
24
43
15
5
1
15
31
_2L
621
fUfflMJl
UUafcoro
Avon
19
34
Coha&aat
^»st BrlAgancAa*
Laaten
Halifax
Bmkpmv
Holhroor;
Rttll
L&rafield
Me&fiairi
a&fciXa&srw
Sarin AUl^oro
Small
ulnc/
Hiatal
Stockist
,Aou-*hton
Tauntor.
*fciuaan
10
33
3*
Aauahnoi
aaro&t*bla
Ghathaa
aurUautfc
Dtictr&o
TaXX Blvar
Palc&uth
Harwich
Am aadforO
froviacaWea
Ushabatfc
jvanaaa
DISTRICT #7
Boston
Brookline
Cambridge
Chelsea
Everett
Sonarfille
TOTAL
District #1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
4
7
1
3
1
1
X?
X
X
2
a
4
X
3
1
16
4
1
3
467
10
120
1
22
68
688
432
292
380
621
350
223
688
2986
ANKUAL SSEflg *ro» Decaober 1, 1941 to Noveaber 30, 1942
3yBDIVISI0?: Or APPEALS
AID TO 0i^?jJfl)i2iT CH1LDRJ5S APPEALS
CHAPTER 248, ACTS of 1939
Number appoals pending Novsaber 30, 1941 32
Appeals received froa December 1, 1941 to Rovenfcer 30, 1942 131
Total 163
Appeals acted upon:
No action taken; aid granted by local boards 15
Closed for various reasons 6
Withdrawn 13
Approved 53
Denied 61
Total appeals acted upon 143
Total appeals pending 11/30/42 15
Appeals investigated 50
Hearings tele 111
Reasons for denial by subdivision of Appeals froa 12/1/41 to 11/30/4?:
Assent allotraent sufficient 18
Sufficient incoae 20
Ko evidence husband incapacitated 4
Hot acting as parent 3
Do not aeet csalifications of ADC law 2
Children able 2
Unsatisfactory explanation of expenditure
of funds 2
£x£083lve e uity in real estate 2
Concealed resources 1
Not deserving 1
Lack of proof of need 1
Lack of re siconce 1
Excessive funds 1
Child boarded in another state 1
Lack of cooperation 1
retroactive payount denied 1
TOTAL APPEALS DEKI2D
12/1/41 to 11/30/42 61
AID TO pgj>KNP£NT CHllDREH
TOTAL APPiALS RBCEXV3) FROM DISTRICTS from 12/1/41 to ll/30//,2t
District /fl
Amherst
Colrain
Krving
Holyoke
Ludlow
Northampton
Pittsfield
Plainfi*ld
Williamstown
Total
District f2
Bolton
Dudley
Fitchburg
Natick
Oxford
Jhirley
^outhbridge
Sudbury
Townsend
Worcester
ToUl
District ,3
Burlington
Gloucester
&3verhill
Lawrence
Lowell
Newbury
Net.burvport
North Re iding
Rowley
Total
District #U
Arlington
Chelsea
Concord
Lincoln
Lynn
Maiden
Melrose
Re-were
V<altham
Wihthrop
V.oburB
ToUl
5
3
1
1
3
13
1
7
4
2
-L.
44
District -'5
Attleboro
Avon
Canton
Duxbury
E^st Bridgewater
Holbrook
Mansfield
North Attleborough
cuincy
Total
12
Taunton
Weymouth
1
1
ux strict
-o
2
3 Dartmouth
2 Fall River
X Harwich
1 New Bedford
1 Provincetown
1 Rochester
1 Swansea
14
District #7
2 Boston
4 Cambridge
1 bverett
3
2
Somervi la
1
1
1 District n
2
v2
17
n
%
5
6
Total
Total
12
14
17
44
15
12
1^
Total received — 131
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
15
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
12
14
1
1
.1
17
3*
BUREAU OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS
JOHN H. MONAHAH, SUPERVISOR OP WELFARE STATISTIC
The Bureau of Research and Statistics completed its sixth year st the end of
1942. The personnel, appointed under Ciril Service regulations, consists of an Acting
upervisor of Welfare Statistics assisted by Field Representatives, Senior Statistical
Clerks, and a clerical and stenographic force totaling 51 persons. It was with regret
that the Tureau saw Mr. John J. Donnelly, its supervisor, letve to become a nenber of
our - nod Forces in February of this year. The functions of the unit include oolleeting,
compiling, analysing and publishing statistics of the principle types of Relief whleh
may be enumerated as follows!
1. Statistics of assistance and aid administered under the
provisions of Titles I and IV of the Social Seourity Act:
Title I — Grants to States for Old Age Assistance, and
Title IV — Grants to States for Aid to Dependent Children.
These Titles require that the State agency administering
Old /ge Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children shall make
reports in such form end containing information as the
Social Seourity Board may from time to time require, and
shall eoinply with suoh provisions as seid board may find
necessary to assure the correctness and verifieetion of
the reports.
2. statistics of General Relief administered under the laws
of the CoTTimonwealth and the regulations of the Department
of Public Welfare, This information is submitted by every
city end town in the Commonwealth each month on prescribed
forms and is combined by the Bureau into county end state
totals.
3, Statistics of Soldiers* Relief granted under the laws of
the Coraaonweulth and the regulations of the Department of
State . id and Pensions. Through the courtesy of the De-
partment of ^tate /dd and Pension*, the Bureau was given
the opportunity to oollsot data on the number of oases, the
number of persons represented, and the amount expended
monthly by each city end town,
4* Statistics of other types of aid and assistance administered
by other state and federal agendas in furtherance of the
policy to develop the Bureau as a clearing house for all
kinds of statistical information relative to the entire
Oocial Security program. Therefore, tha Bureau has main-
tained tabulations of datf secured from the following local
agencies|—Department of Education, Division of the Blind,
v.ork Projects Admini stration j Federal Old Age Insurance! Un-
employment Compensation Commission) Civilian Conservation
Corps (through April only) and the Surplus Commodities Divi-
sion of the Department of Public Welfare.
5. StatirtioE with respect to matters closely associated with
relief. TabuIt ions are maintained by the Pureau on employ-
ment data compiled and published by the Department of Labor
and Industries] the Index of Industrial Activity in Massachu-
setts compiled by the State Planning Ecardj the Cost of
Living Index published by the Department of Labor and Industries,
Commission on the Necessaries of Lifej other miscellaneous
statistical information which may bo used in describing or
analyzing the Belief situation. To all these cooperating
agencies ws here extend our acknowledgment for the permission
granted us to republish their figures.
36. Statistics relative to the social phases of the various types
of relief administered by the department, collected on pre-
scribed Social Data Cards*
The staff of the Bureau includes several different Civil Service
Classifications. The tvo most numerous are the 7 Social Workers
(field representatives) and the 12 Senior Statistical Clerks. The
Social Workers, each of whom represent the Bureau in an assigned
area of the state, advise and assist the looal boards and officials
relative to maintaining welfare records, compiling regular or
special reports and filling out Social Data Cards.
The Bureau is organised so that the compiling and tabulating work it
Apportioned by type o' relief among several groups into which the staff is divided.
Definite assignment of duties is made to each group which consists of the neoessary
number of workers required to perform the assignments and having the requisite
qualifications.
In addition, to complete files of the various types of relief statistics
for each city and town, the Eureau maintains up-to-date records for the several counties
and for the Coramonwe£ 1th as a whole. Data are published currently in a variety of
formsj for exanple, for the individual cities and towns and in summaries. The
following Table will serve to illustrate this and the figures presented may be useful
to interested readers.
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5The regular monthly exueaariee oubmitted to ?aahington, oompiled from the
individual city and town reports, and covering the various types of relief, show
the oase load, expenditures *nd average expenditures per recipient.
During 1942 the following peyaonts were granted to recipients of Old Age
insistence*
TABLE II
Old Age Aesistanoe—1942
19A2 No. of oases Amount expended Average per recipient
T
M SO i.4%5 6 9 614 674,75 -or aft
? 87 916 2 621 047.89 29.81
M 87 772 2 622 258.04 29.86
A 87 546 2 617 859.65 29.97
87 049 2 850 929.69 52.62
J 88 860 2 869 508.44 52.29
J 87 877 2 887 858.00 52.66
A 86 950 2 899 554.45 55.54
S 36 765 2 905 616.16 55.47
86 186 2 912 069.45 55.79
I 85 845 2 925 618.24 54.06
D 85 158 2 914 527.29 34.25
Ave. 87 154 55 617 156.01 (a) 52.14
Hotel (a) Total for the year
A survey of the Data in Table II above shows a decided gap in average per
recipient between April and May. Thia was due to the change in the legal ainimia
fron $30 to $40 in oases living outside a family group of three or do re persons, federal
Grants aaount to $16 088 251.48 whioh the state t-nd towns share were #11 686 949.69 and
If 842 974.84 reapeetively.
6It will bo seen that a steady decrease in the number of families
and children on Aid to Dependent Children has oocurred during this year.
It will also be noted that while the total expenditures have deareased that
the average por family and per child have increased in December over January.
TABLE III
AID TO DEPEKDKNT CHILD REM
1942
1942 Families Children
Amount
expended
Av • per
family ehUd"
J 12 436 30 479 I 726 562 558.42 $23.84
F 12 446 30 447 729 072 58.58 23.95
M 12 415 30 367 725 064 58.40 23.83
A 12 324 30 166 709 255 57.55 23.51
M 12 164 29 758 684 610 56.28 23.01
J 12 000 29 444 673 593 56.15 22.88
J 11 772 28 785 658 958 55.98 22.89
A 11 28 382 645 154 65.67 22.73
S 11 814 28 103 667 319 57.96 23.75
10 479 25 368 655 730 62.58 25.85
V 10 314 25 031 654 830 63.44 26.14
D 10 020 24 486 645 732 64.44 26.37
11 623 28 401 $8 176,377 58.62 23.99
The Federal Gr&nte on Aid to Dependent Children amounted to (2 301 103.72,
the State »s share was 12 725 125.50 and the cities* and towns*, #5 149 147.28.
TIn December 1941, the United States was attacked and War vat declared* At
a result, the smell number of Employable persons shown in December of 1941 ware able
to obtain employment so that by January 1942, the number of Employable persona had
beoome almost negligible.
A number of persons, thought to be Unemployable before the declaration of
War, aocepted employment opportunities and were therefore dropped from the relief
rolls* This shows very clearly in the decrease from January to December of this year.
Expenditures have not dropped off, as would be expected, due to the necessity of
h
meeting the inoreased cost of food*
TABU! IY
CBH81AL RELIEF—1941
Number of Bumbor of Total number Amount Average Average Average
1941 families single residents of eases expended per family per sin, res * per ease
19 668 17 892 86 966 |1 080 469 882.08 •22.09 127.88
18 403 IT 189 88 692 926 217 82*89 19.20 26.02
16 T96 16 779 88 874 906 778 82*82 20*49 27.01
16 160 16 879 81 789 640 702 82.91 80.44 26.49
14 296 14 996 29 281 782 812 29.68 20*74 26.07
12 790 14 629 27 819 6£5 726 29.20 19.48 24.00
11 408 14 994 26 297 688 728 81*76 11.78 26.09
11 021 14 827 26 668 684 868 28*67 21*64 24.63
10 660 14 669 £6 119 629 496 28*96 22*24 25.06
9 726 18 976 28 702 619 266 80*19 28*80 26.12
9 094 12 661 21 746 662 028 29.82 22*66 25*59
9 040 18_ 217 22 267 688 701 81.84 28.11 26.46
15 166 16 126 28 291 #8 806 282 (a)81.22 21.84 26.94
Wotei (a) Total for the year*
>?
8In addition to the regular periodic reports submitted by the Bureau
to Washington and used by the department, there are frequent o&lls for speolal
reports or tabulations which usually describe some partioular phase) of the
relief situation in sore detail than can be obtained froa the regularly published
reports of the Bureau. The greater number of suoh requests this year as compared
with last year indicates not only the growing interest in the welfare problem
from e statistical viewpoint, but, in a measure, evaluates the work of the Bureau
as a publio agency. Suoh organisations as chambers of commerce, taxpayers*
associations, private welfare units and universities frequently ask for data which
the Bureau has available and suoh requests are always welcome.
The collection of figures on local Aid to Dependent Children administrative
expenees during the year as a regular reporting procedure for which the Bureau made
up reporting forms and instruction* for the use of the local boards. This informa-
tion is collected regularly eaoh quarter so that reimbursement to the state, eitles
and towns froa federal funds for A.D.C. administration expenses will be forthcoming.
Some minor changes were made in our basis report forms duo to ehanges in
reporting requirements or change a in the law. One major change was made in the
General Relief Report enabling us to get a much better picture of this group of
relief esses. Except for these changes, the collection and compilation of our basic
statistic 1 data continued much the same as in the previous year*
A Survey was started in which a study of the Characteristics of Recipients
of General Belief was started throughout the stats. Plans wore made for a similar
survey on the A.D.C. orse load.
One of our Senior Statistical elerks was loaned to Kiss Charming to
assist her work of the Surrey of Old Age Assistance for the Legislature. The entire
tabulation of this survey was dona on the machines of this Bureau*
Figures ware prepared by this Bureau for tha Commissioner on Taxation far
the distribution to tha various oitios and towns of thair share of tha meal tax*
In conclusion, it May not be amies to repeat what waa expressed in tha
previous years' reports. Aa tha work of the Bureau progresses it ia anticipated
that it will inprove in quality, where tha possibility of improvement exists, and
that its scope will be progressively wider. It ia planned aa tine goes on to give
increased attention to tha raaaaroh phase of tha work in which there are almost
unlimited possibilities* Bfflelent and effeotlve servioea to tha Comiasioner
and the other policy making offiolals of the department, to tha eitiaa and town a
f>nd to all State agencies, publio or private, are among our main objectives. Tha
interchange of information among tha various agencies concerned with the Social
Security program has boon and will continue to be encouraged by tha Bureau,
finally wa wish to thank all the many oooporctlnr individual! and agencies for
their assistance during tha ya*-r with tha assurance that any facts or figure a in
our possesalon are always available to thesu
Boarding Homes for Aged Persons
1942
G-. Prank McDonald, Supt.
In Massachusetts today in 171 cities and towns there are operating
832 licensed homes for aged persons. During the year 1942 160 new
applications were received, 143 licenses granted, 297 licenses renewed
and 18 licenses cancelled*
The law providing for the licensing of these homes was enacted in
1929 when evidence was shown the Department of Public Welfare that
abuses against the interests and well-being of the inmates of these
homes were being practiced. The law provides that whoever maintains a
home in which three or more persons over the ageof sixty years and
not members of his immediate family are provided with care shall be
deemed to maintain a home for aged persons, and the Department of
Public Welfare is delegated to issue licenses and to make, alter, and
amend the rules and regulations for the government of such homes.
These licenses are issued for a term of two years and may be revoked
at any time by the Department for cause, and carries a penalty of $500*
for the first offense and two years in for the second offense for
failure to license. It further provides that any person proposing to
enter into a contract to provide care incident to advanced age, for life
or for more than five years, for any person over sixty years of age and
not a member of his family shall report this fact immediately to the
Department and shall, before entering into or receiving any consider-
ation under such a contract, deposit with the State Treasurer a bond in
a sum and in amount satisfactory to the Department as security for the
proper care of the aged persons*
One of the most extraordinary developments of recent years has
been the mushroom growth of this new enterprise, boarding homes for
aged persons. The problem of regulating these homes has increasingly
occupied our attention to the end that' in 1940 we revised the rules
and regulations*
The law governing these homes specifically refers to these as
Homes for Aged Persons. To eliminate confusion the Department has
now for the purpose of these regulations determined that:
1. A convalescent home or hospital, rest home, home for the aged,
nursing home or other institution of similar character, regardless of
designation, caring for three or more persons over the age of sixty
and not incorporated under the law of Incorporated Charities shall
be deemed a Boarding Home for Aged Persons.
2* No person suffering from a contagious disease shall be admitted*
3. No boarding home shall provide prenatal care or admit maternity
cases* (Chapter 111, sections 71-73.)
4* No boarding home shall admit or care for persons who are
suffering from insanity, epilepsy, abnormal mental conditions, or those
who are addicted to the intemperate use of narcotics or stimulants so as
to have lost the power of self-control.
5* Homes caring for convalescents and the chronic sick shall make
provision for necessary medical care by a medical doctor registered under
the General Laws of Massachusetts. (Chapter 112, sections 2-12a.)
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6* Hornet earing for convalescenta and the chronic alck shall have
the resident supervision of a nurse registered under the General Lave of
Massachusetts. (Chapter 112, sections 74-81.)
7* No boarding home shall keep within its confines opium, morphine,
cocaine, heroin, codeine, or other habit-forming drugs as defined in
Chapter 94, section 197 of the General Laws, or a hypodermic needle or
syringe or other instrument adapted for the use of narcotic drugs by
subcutaneous injection, excepting that a registered nurse may keep in
her possession a hypodermic syringe or needle and may have in her
possession and administer said drugs only under the specific direction
of a physician as provided for in Chapter 94, sections 197 and 211*
An accurate record must be kept of all such treatments*
8* All poisonous substances must be plainly labelled and kept in
a locked closet or cabinet*
9. Patients shall occupy sleeping rooms on the second floor of any
building only when two separate exits consisting of separate stairways,
front and rear, are provided* A single interior stairway may be
supplemented with exterior stationary fire exits*
10* Patients may occupy sleeping rooms above the second floor
only in buildings of first-class fireproof construction*
U* All rooms must be outside rooms with a minimum of 600 cubic
feet of air space allowed for each person* Dormitories shall be
limited to six (6) beds.
12* All beds used for patients shall be at least 56 inches in
width, six feet in length, and so spaced to permit freedom of movement
on three sides*
13. Patients' quarters shall not be locked, hooked or fastened in
any manner*
14* Adequate toilet facilities must be available on each floor
where five or more patients are being domiciled*
15* Instructions governing emergency exit in ease of fire must be
posted in each room*
16* Dietary schedules must be maintained and a record of such
accurately kept for inspection by the Department*
17. A register approved by the Department, showing the record of
each patient must be maintained*
18. All homes operated under a license granted by this Department
shall be so conducted as not to become a nuisance to, or an annoyance
in, the community where located*
The Department has now classified the licensed Boarding Homes for
the Aged into two classes, A and B*
The Class A home is a home where the facilities of a registered
nurse or a graduate nurse of an accredited nursing school are obtained*
This type of home shall be qualified to care for persons who need expert
care as determined on the advice of a physician or hospital*
The Class B home is a home where the facilities of a practical
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nurse who haa had some experience in earing for the aged are obtained*
This type of home shall be qualified to care for persons who are
afflicted with ills incident to old age, or those without family
accommodations and needing some kind of custodial care*
A list showing the classification is sent to all our district
offices for distribution to bureaus in their area, to hospitals and
to private agencies for their use*
Our law provides that any suitable person may maintain a home,
but the Department of Public Welfare may prescribe the conditions
under which a license shall be granted* The applicant must have the
approval of the chairman of the local board of public welfare and
the recommendations of threw physicians, who subscribe to five standard
inquiries pertinent to the applicant* In this case on the acceptance
of this application, the building Inspector of the community is re-
quested to visit the proposed premises and to determine whether or
not they meet the local building requirements* Alterations or additions
ordered by him must be accomplished* A visit is then made them by the
Department's inspector who determines the quota, adequate toilet facilities,
the erection of partitions, elimination of fire and health hazards* When
this is completed, the license is approved for the signature of the
Commissioner*
In the supervision of these homes the inspection form is comprehensive,
going into every phase of the problem to guarantee the comfort, and care
of the old people* We must be alert when a home is found not paying its
bills as it is in these homes that violations mostly occur*
Again it is the sealousness of those making the inspection that will
maintain a high standard of homes* In this connection we receive the
co-operation of the local visitors who consistently go into these homes
and report any violation to the Department*
It is customary to warn the proprietor when a violation is oocurrlng,
and when ho heed is taken, then we remove the license* the causes gener-
ally are for overcrowding, insufficient and poor food, intoxicants, and
ill-treatment of patients* We anticipate and do receive strong opposition
when a license is removed* Political influence is customary, but this
pressure is favorably met by showing that it is an involvement of human
misery, and it does not, in consequence, become a deterrant In our action*
In 1941 eight licenses were removed and sixteen placed on probation*
In construction the boarding homes are amazingly alike* Hie homes
are usually In houses built during the days when rooms were large and
house plans were rambling* They are ideal for this work, particularly
large estates that have been abandoned or have been foreclosed. The
trouble with these latter is that too often they are, as would be ex-
pected, In zoned areas. The Department quite often uses its influence
with appeal boards in asking for the grant of a variance, with good
success*
It is with the homes that make a specialty of accepting Old Age
Assistance and Dependent Aid cases, and are paid the minimum of $40*00
in our State for board, that require constant supervision* The- homes
that feature private patients generally are splendidly and satis-
factorily operated*
In the cheaper priced homes the tendency Is to overcrowd, skimp
on food, and practise other economies that have our disapproval* It is
very difficult at tires to catch violations, and the inapector haa
to rely on his obaervationa, because it la nearly impoaaible to gat a
recipient to dl aclose that he la diaaatiafied for fear of possible
reprisals In the hone* A successful method to obtain reliable evidence,
when our suspicions are aroused, is to seise their register and contact
the relatives of the patients* Invariably they will confirm our sua*
pioions upon the promise of keeping the matter confidential*
We do not restrict the number of homes in any area when the
applicant is acceptable, as we are of the opinion that competition
betters conditions. This would seem so, because in a small town in
the Central part of the State there is but one licensed home, and it
waa receiving $17*50 per week for each 0*A*A* recipient, one of the
highest grants in the State. The conditions in this home were such
that we were obliged to cancel the license for overcrowding, insufficient
and unsatisfactory food, and uncleanllnass* Profit is naturally the
motivation in the operation of these homes, and competition to a large
extent perhaps obliges the operator to give the best care possible or
suffer the loss of patients*
We believe that in classifying the homes a forward step has been
taken. The Department is very careful in designating a Class A home*
These are the homes that must have proven expert personnel to care for
the real sick and terminal oases. Heretofore it has been the practice as
an expediency to direct a patient to a home where very often there was
but a practical nurse or one without any nursing knowledge at all. We
have had numerous instances where these persons took on the garb of a
registered or graduate nurse, with fake insignia pins, and attempted to
care for sick persons* A dangerous practice was existing and with over
600 of these homes in the Commonwealth, and still increasing, we were
obliged in the interest of the public good to make this new regulation*
The licensed homes for aged persons fill in our State a need as
predominantly the inmates are O.A.A. and D.A. recipients. A roll call
of these would disclose a great many who at one time were prominent in
oivio and business affairs of their community. They, perhaps through
no fault of their own, are now obliged to be aided by a munificent
government, and it becomes paramount with us to see that they are
supported and cared for as nearly as possible to conditions that they
have been accustomed to* This, we feel is being steadily accomplished*
CIVILIAN COffSEEVATIOH COHPS
On July 2, 1942, the President's signature to Public a-at? 6a7-
77 Congress liquidated ta» Civilian Conservation Corps, The
process of discharging the enrollees was completed and the
Corps terminated on oeptersber 15, 1942*
During its eight-year peace-tise program, the Corps enrolls
sore than t*o and 41 half sixiion youths, the si^Jority of shoe
were under par physically, untrained in any kind or work, and
in aany case3 discouraged and disheartened. The Corps built
thvuL up physically to the liait of their potentialities, con-
ditioned thea to group barrack life away fros ho&e, taught thes
self-reliance, skills that *iil enable thea to gaice substantial
contributions to the v?ar ef ;ort, and equipped then to sorve
effectively in the araed forces.
Eore than 100,000 Illiterate enrollees were taught to read and
fcrite, and thousands z&re were raised to V.v required educational
level 01 Selective Service, The outstanding aceompjlsheent of
the Corps, however, was the rehabilitation of thousands and
thousands of youths with reoedlel defects *ho, without fie ragged
ca^p life, would have failed to seat the physical standards 0/
the draft boards.
in SU*y of last year, by arrangement nit:, th^ Bed Cross, aore than
3#000 sen in the camps were trained as first aid Instructors, aad
every enrollee sls taught .'irst aid. If their first aid knowledge
is needed, these sen can be used by hose civilian defease organi-
zations or by managers of industrial plants.
Much important fire reve ..tion work has be< n done in orest areas
throughout the country, where the camps were Located: cu- ting
firebreaks, build in.* truck trails and telephone ii5.es into ; re-
viously inaccessible arts of the forests, retroviri? underbrush and
si.riiar fire nasards, and coastrue tin g lookout 10* rs. ha-rh c.
also trained a flre-fl f iv crew, and these crems have become the
backbone o. forest protection, particularly in the ^est. Large
nuabers of issen were trained to handle explosives, build roads,
construct buildings, triages, and do other types o: construction,
as well as to er. ore scorer of other types of »ork vitally neces-
sary in the event of air attacks upon this country. These saae
ycun£ sen, located in ev^ry state in the cou: try, are readv to
serve in any capacity in any emergency, and have been or. call .or
j ast eight years.
The Civilian Conservation Corps has «;iven the nation and the world
a fine ezaaple o: the ^reat contribution that & youth organ! rati ....
can stake if it devotes itself to the sound principles of product!*
-or>, *ork training, discipline, and unselfish service to t e
nation - the basic principles which shaped and guided the Civilian
Conservation Corps.
/
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Commodity Distribution la Massaehusetts ma oonduoted In 1942 under the same
legislative authority reported In 1941* Federal authority for operation of the
program ma provided by Publia No. 16ft, Tom Congress, approved June 28, 1937. State
authority for operation of the program ma contained in Chapter 684 af the Acta of 1941*
The Federal Surplua Commodities Corporation and lta functions aa an agency af the
Department af Agriculture were sdminlatratlvely affiliated with the Surplus Marketing
Administration for the period July I. 1941 to February 23, 1942. From February 23, 1942
to June 30, 1942 the Agricultural Market Administration succeeded the Surplus marketing
Administration and the Agricultural Marketing Administration ma in turn change* to
the Food Distribution Administration em July 1, 1942
•
These changes in no my affected the policy or operation af the Commodity Programs,
and the agreement which the Department had with the F.S.C.C. was recognised by each suc-
ceeding Administration
COMMODITY DISTRIBUTIOi
a. Direct Distribution* Ta participate in the Commodity Distribution Program,
lt ms necessary for a city ar town ta a t rse to provide proper atorage facilities, in*
eluding cold er freeser atorage when needed, office space, including heat, light and
efftec incidentals, as mil as transportation, where necessary to points within the
elty or torn after receipt of commodities at a dlatriot warehouse* Distribution centers
in the cities and towns were given every assistance in mintaining satisfactory storage
conditions. They were kept informed aa ta modem atorage practices, shorn the value af
ventilation, cleanliness, proper piling, control of infestation, and were kept advised
af new itema en arrival*
• I -
CoaKxiltiee continue* to be ree«iYed la fair quantity U 1941, howerer, the total
toIueo receired was leee than any prerioue year einoe 1938, the peak year of distribution
Thoro ma ooneiderebie rariety la kind of food received, 68 difforoat Items
being amilabls for dietributioa.
Por tha calendar year 1942 thoro mi dlttrlbutod under thia program 67,626,499
pounds of food having a valuo of $4,929,674.41 and 1,298,651 ltoaa of slothing and house-
hold article* having a combine* value of #5,977,655.66. (See Exhibit A for Itemised Hat)
b. School Lunoh Prograa* Through the eoablaed effort* of the Commodity DiTiaioa
and other agenda e interested la child welfare, 61 aew eomnunitiee, 27B eohoole, 29,642
pupils have boom aided to the prograa cineo the eloae of aehool la 1941*
The total number of eohoole eligible at the eloae of the aehool year ia 1941 ma
1,149 aad the number of eligible pupila ma 166,209. Of these 1,149 eohoole, 110 mre
uaiag commodities la oafetoriaa, 816 mre partialpatiag la WPA hot lunoh projeote, 96
mre nursery eohoole, 201 mre erring a complete hot aeel, 121 mre earring oae hot
dieh, 601 mre aaiag eurplua eomodltlee to supplement luaohea brought from hone •
There ma diatributed in the calendar mar 1942 a total of 12*060, 120 pounde of
food to e legible echoole. (See Exhibit 6 for itemized liet)
all eitiea and toema not taking advantage of the prograa hare been contacted aad of
the 351 eitiea aad tome la !ev sachusette 230 are uaiag eurplua eommodltiea for aehool
lunoh* j 66 ham aade no definite deoleion, 4 eommuaitiee operate eoaoeaaloaa and are
not eligible aad 44 definitely act interested*
We beliiee the School Lunch Prograa la developing moat eatiefeetorily due to the
continued efforte of all the erganlaationa who ham ao faithfully worked for and are
Interested la its growth*
a* Food 8taa» Plea. The Food Btaap Flam la a method ef dletributlag eurplee
aad other fooda through the regular ahannela of trade to familiea reoeiring eome type
of aaalataaee* The plan aa operated la meeaohusetta eonaiated of sales aade froa city
aad tern Pood Stamp offlees*
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A client w t certified for participation by tht oity or town Certifying Agent.
Upon completion of this requirenant, this Information wi forwarded to the Stamp Itsuing
Office, where ma authorisation form thowing tmnlstsm and mlnlsnsi purchase require ontt
ma procured and mailod to tho client* Upon roeoipt of thit form, tho oliont vat in a
petition to purchate orange food stamps and receive blue ttampt which wort furnished fro
of eharge. Bluo ttampt were received at tho ratio of 60 oontt in bin* ttampt for each
$1*00 of orange ttampt purohattd.
In crdor to faeilitato tho operation of tho Stamp Plan in neaeaohutettt and to per-
mit {reatar expansion tho Department Sponsored legislation to establish a Coflm\onwealth
Stamp nan Fund.
This legitlation mat passed in the Special Scotion of 1942 and is listed at Chapter
t of the Acts of 1942* This bill established a trust fund in the amount of one million
dollars to bo known at the Comet)uvea 1th Stamp Plan Fund and administered tolely by the
Commit tioner of Public Welfare* (See copy of legislation attashod
)
The Food Stamp Plan mas in operation in forty-five eities and towns in Massaehutetti
at the end of 1942 . Purchases of orange stamps in the amount sf over Sj million dollars
in 1942 by certified persons resulted In the iesuanoe of * 1,741,319.50 in blue ttampt
for the purchase of surplus oom-iot'ltiet through retail ttores to an average autoload of
44,167 eases.
d. Low Cpit Milk Programs. Under the provisions of the Agricultural Marketing
Administration^ Program, enacted by Congress, fluid milk mas dlstrlbutsd to various
relief recipients, welfare organisations Including the hot lunch programs and public
and parochial sehools where it would rttult in a more adequate diet for the Indigent,
and to children that would benefit from a nutritional standpoint from Increased consump-
tion of the prevailing surplus fluid milk in this area.
the Pellef Milk Program wat effective in the Greater Boston Area, which ineludeti
Brighton. Charlettown, Dorchester, Batt Boston, South Boston, Jamaica Plain, Roxbury,
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Reslindale, Dedham, at well aa tht cities and towns af Arlington, Beverly, Inlitm,
Broekline, BorXia£taa# Cembridge, Chelsea, Everett, Lynn, Malta* melrose, «e4forl f
Peeboly, <*niney, fading. Horere, Salem, Saugus, Soaerville, Stonehem, Swaapeoott,
MMflail t Waltham, Watertown, Hellesley* Weymoutk, Wilmington, Winchester, aal
Wobum# There are one
-
hand
r
ol aal one ailk stations ©pareted la these areas, af which
forty ara maintained la the Boston Area alone, Tha Invitations to BU under this Program
wort submittal by the Federal Milk Marketing Adminiitration through tail offlaa to all
distributers la these araaa ahara a competitive bll aaa nrnde by various listribwters
far distributiea af this ailk*
teliaf recipients ware allowed to purehate a amber af quart en—onurate with
their family tire, for which they pail tha distribute* at tha statlea tlx cents for aaek
quart received. Our statlea personnel maintained proper records far aaek classification
af relief recipients participating, and these reports were subaittel te us daily from
each station. The distributers invoice far indemnification by tha Agricultural Marketing
Administration was certified by this office, both as to fuantity aal quality, and returnel
to then se that they could nake tha proper slain far tha price bll which was la additioa
te the sin cents received from tha recipient.
Approximately forty thousand quarts aaa distributed daily under this pregraa la 1MI,
af which apprenlnatsly twenty thousand quarts aaa distributed daily la Bostea.
Tha School Milk Pro£ran operated in 1948 consisted of two separate aal distinct
policies. Tha first in effect in the Greater Bo ton Schools require! that each child
pay one-oont per one-half pint bottle, and the Agricultural Marketing Administration
compensated tha handlers far all costs la aaaass af this amount. The second policy la
effect outelln af the Bostem Area stipulated that tha Agricultural marketing Administra-
tion would indemnify tha distributer for the prevailing price af unprocessed ailk, aal
all processing and handling charges were ta be defrayal la part by a contribution af tha
chill ta a aajdaum of one-oent aal tha differential, if any, above this amount te be net
• • •
out of local funis provided for thie purpose. Hi the mil auoh pmNiU| charges were
less than Mi-Mit, the chili eeetributed the Ml penny, and the exoees was permitted
to Moontlitt until such tine ultni used U distributing free milk to children*
In 1941, tM schools participated in thit program consisting * total enrollment
•f ti thousand children of which M thoueaad children reoeived o half-pint of Bilk daily
in addition there ware H ohild welfare oontoro participating with a total enrolLeant
of T thousand children rooolYlag approximately il half-pints of milk par day*
In tha distribution of reapoaaibllity for the operation of the WPA project, teeh-
nioal tup rvialoa roatod with tha ttata Department of Public **1 far*, and adalnlctratlTC
aupervieioa with tha Work Projects Administration* Znaludod undor administrative sapor*
vlalen wars tha following functional aaalgnmcnt, tlnekeeplag, eafety inspaatloa of track
usod by WPA employs a regardleaa of ownership* safoty and sanitary laspsetioB of wars-
houses, foreaaajhip training auparrialoa to lnsuro compliance with WPA ralos and regu-
lations serving as liaison between the sponsor and the Work Projects Adenni atrat ion*
Included under Technical supervision were the following functional traneportatien
and distribution, leading and unloading, storago and storage techniques, weighing and
passaging, bookkeeping and compilation of reports, determination of eligibility, amounts
of commodities to be au plied and a Xlocation on basis of need within stats.
This list waa not necessarily complete, but it waa indicative of the division of
responsibility which should exist*
In the operation of the commodity distribution project, the WPA provided funis
only for the payment of labori all oth r non-labor oosts being borne by tha sponsor or
the ee-sponsors* The sponsor also provided for all administrative supervision above the
level of warehouse supervisor and alss provided a majority af persons employed on ad-
ministrative work at the atatc offloe. The WPA supplied all other personnel needed to
conduct project operations of which a majority af these wore relief labor assignments*
- • •
Wm wmUtMm personnel being assigned oaly sa specific approval of the Admiaittro-
tw»
The wdM number of persons employed during 1941 mat lilt employees. Of this
bub or Btt wore WPA employees oa a security mgi, Of aon-rellef w?k an*) Tjl State aaplsf
ees paid froB Sponsors' fundi*
The DiriiioB ops rated U 1941 for Direct Distribution 28 warehouses and 249 dietri-
butioa centers and serriood 91 town* by track undo* the doer to door system. For the
Food Stump Flan there net operated §4 tales of lees la 45 cities and teams* (aoo ©hart)
MBS or cowMo itt gsSSBBB
Empty oontalnort such at egg orates* orange and grapefruit boxes, potato and flour
begs, vegetable baskets, lard drums, ste»* more aeoeuntod for 1b the sane Banner en
merchandise. Oentalnera not salable wore used 1b distribution and issued to clients
for hiadHag and other purposss, or donated to agencies for use on public projects*
Bids were taken on all salable items from tiao to tlao at district warehouses, and the
preseeda of tales wore turned ewer for deposit la a special Commodity Salvage Fundi Main-
tained at the Hate Treasurers Offlee. Total receipts from sales of salvaged container!
during the year 1941 amounted to 121,676.8*.
la order that these activities nay bo bettor understood, certain tables are attaohs
to prorido a clear picture of Coweodity operations la 194J*
Section 2. For the purpose of establishing the aforesaid
fund, the state treasurer shall issue, and may renew, notes
of the commonwealth ; provided, that the total indebtedness
of the commonwealth under this section outstanding at any
one time shall not exceed one million dollars. Such notes
shall be issued for such term of years as may be recommended
by the governor, in accordance with section 3 of Article
LXII of the amendments to the constitution of the com-
monwealth, and shall bear interest at such rate as shall be
fixed by the state treasurer, with the approval of the gover-
nor and council. All notes issued under this section shall
be signed by the state treasurer, approved by the governor
and countersigned by the comptroller. All interest due on
such notes, together with all expenses and costs incurred in
connection therewith, shall be paid from said Commodities
Salvage Fund to the extent thereof.
Approved January 31, 19^2.
Chap. 9. page 2.
[Chap. 9]
An Act providing for the establishment in the state
treasury of a surplus commodity stamp tru8t fund
and regulating the administration thereof.
Whereas, This act provides for further co-operation by
the commonwealth with the federal government in the
matter of the carrying out of the Federal Surplus Com-
modity Stamp Plan, so called, and should take effect with-
out delay, therefore it is hereby declared to be an emergency
law, necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. There is hereby created in the state treasury
a fund, to be known as the Commonwealth Stamp Plan
Fund, which shall be administered and used as hereinafter
provided. Said fund shall consist of the proceeds of loans
made by the commonwealth for the purposes of said fund,
of moneys received from the sale, delivery or redelivery of
food order stamps and cotton order stamps, or stamps of a
similar nature, issued by or under agreement with the Sur-
plus Marketing Administration of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, or any successor to said administration,
and of moneys allocated or granted to the commonwealth
by the federal government or received from any other source
for the purposes of said fund.
Said fund shall be administered in trust and used solely
for the acquisition of stamps issued as aforesaid. In the
event that the commonwealth abandons or discontinues its
activities in acquiring and distributing such stamps, any
balance remaining in said fund, after first being used to pay
all expenses, loans, or costs in connection with said fund or
for its purposes, shall be credited to the Commodities Sal-
vage Fund in the state treasury.
The acquisition and distribution of such stamps shall be
carried out by the commissioner of public welfare under
authority of chapter six hundred and thirty-four of the acts
of nineteen hundred and forty-one, or otherwise under the
supervision of the governor and council.
All moneys received on account of said fund shall be kept
and accounted for by the state treasurer in the same manner
as other moneys of the commonwealth, except that such
moneys shall be segregated and deposited in a separate
account, that said fund shall constitute a continuing trust
fund, and that the annual balances shall be carried forward
and shall remain continuously available to the said commis-
sioner solely for the purposes of this act.
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TOTAL DlSTklBirTICW Of TOP fOR 1» TKAR lffcj
cgh*odxty fflHI
Dried Apricots 37»«77
Freeh Applet 7*518,510
Us* Been* 6,886
Dried Fee Bmbi 1,106,176
Fresh Beets 556,297
Batter 5V7.W*
Fresh Cabbags 1,015,285
Freeh Carrot* a*6,506
Canned Pee Chowder 1,142
Wheat Cereal 752,285
Cheese 116,104
Con Heel 1.915.507
Xggs 1,569,1*19
Orahaa Floor 1.770,757
Wheat Floor 2,950,08?
Canned Peaches-Proc.
Fresh Grapefruit 2,610,380
Canned Grapefruit Jules 290,8c*
Canned Srapcrated Milk l,8lO,»79
Dried Milk 90,595
Fluid Milk 52,867,505
Onions 799.082
Oranges 598,200
Dried Peaches 13,851
Canned rapefruit 80,18k
Sweet Potatoes 2,075,527
Canned syrup-lO^ oz. 27,189
Canned Syrup-52 on* 79,M*6
Dried Prunee 1,216,1*99
Canned Peaches-106 Oft* 7,501
Seisin* 2,UJhm k.Vk
Peanut Butter-v&t 55,290
Peanut Butter-^B^A 520
Peanut Botter-%rtsjB 1*0,550
Fresh Tomtoes 102,998
salt Pork 1*8,877
Freeh Mixed Vegetables 38,986
Canned Vegetable Chowder 10,032
Lard 831,182
Canned Apples 175,510
Canned Applesauce 573,1*28
Canned Beets U*9,812
Pork A- Beans 1*09,667
Canned Crapefruit Segnents 115,218
Grapefruit Julce-M> ox. 517,199
Dehydrated Soup 1*5,918
Canned Too®toes U68,17*
Black Sye Beans 202,205
Boiled Oats lp.8,806
Canned String Beans 16,676
Canned Carrots 153,650
(tee page t)
TOTAL DISTRXFPTIOW OF FOOD TOR THE TIAfl If||
— -* amaINvuiwBZinOa IDbjB bOO0<*i xoc •
vannaa pp*nwwB 11,270
men A6C *oxxb 90s 1.no
Frozen Lesfc
Pecan* 65,652
18.279
Canned Rfeuberb 1,128
Canned Con 5,776
Freeh jCorn 5,255
Canned Swift/ Chard
lt.ielDehydrated In*
Squash (Freeh)
Total 67,6*6,W lbe.
HHZBXff *
TOTAI FOOD PISTRIBCTSD y SCHOOL LMQMBOWB DPRBW THE TBAn lfkt
COttSOOXTff • PCPHDHH'l »
Butter 205.861
Peemit Batter f 2 Jare 27.68h
Flint Butter .8 Can*
pttwmt Battar 10 Cana H7»58o
wry wi ikSnponM Milk
ftwh XggS 213.5JX
/ /oVwtu Bill
wheat flour 580.305
RiCO 682
froah Apples 1.7U5.998
Dried Apricot*
Grapefruit Juico-l8 os. 223,137
Oranefniit Jtsiflft—h& or. L59.867
Granefralt Ba—aafta 180.5UO
Canned Peechoo»106 02, 7.301
Dried Poaches 6.687
PrttBM 119.867
B»lMn* n
Lard 50,165
Dried Bean* 5k.h2k
Lis* Beans
Canned Tonetoe* 95 alk.109
Salt Pork 23.066
Cane Syrup—52 oz. 65.599
Cane Syrup-lOty oz. 35.260
Canned Pork a Beana 9k6,k2I
Dehydrated Soup 54.021
Canned Amnl nnnPrnft 114,252
Canned Applosaoce—Proc. 265.718
k9 9 87k
85.936
Canned Beets*Proo»
Canned Carrots-Proc»
Canned Mixed 7eg*tables*Proc. 580
Canned Pee*he**Proo«
Cannad Paa BnaealaaftJEgaeu 1.U12
Canned Tomatooa^Proo* 20.96k
Canned Vegetable Chocvder*Proo*
Fluid Milk 3.609.768
Freeh Grapefruit 3U5.898
Cannod Gropefrult«Proo« 27,632
Canned Splnacb^Proe. 2.592
Freeh Cabbage 68.565
Frozen Beef 138.323
Frozen Larrtb 11,316
Black 2ye Bean* 800
9*js*)t Potatoes
Peoane 53.075
Frozen Sm Tolka k50
Snoked Ban 15,317
Choeae 93,286
Oranges
Onion*
238,ky0
37,000
(oon't.)
total roop HggBHB B tUSSt HB8WI BBBB 81 8BI mi
C0M8ODITT
Rolled Oats
Fresh Bwti
Freeh Carrots
Fresh Ttaetoes
Canned String Besas-Proe*
Canned Rfcubarto
Dehydrated Whole Egg*
Caaaed Cora
tt §«77U tJ26
5.020
5.352
11,881
Total 12,030,120 lbs,
a
/DIVISION OF CHILD 00ABDIAH8HIP
Marlon A* Joyce, Tir^ctor
Changes in the Division during the pest year oay be divided
into (a) those resulting froa legislative action* (b) those resulting
fro» the general changes cue to wartine conditions, and (c) others due
to various factors*
Legislative action added two new functions which vzy be
regarded as extensions of old services rendered by the Division, and
added a little of the such needed personnel.
In passing Chapter 629 of the Acts of 1941 the Legislature
required for the first tise that private boarding hoaes for children
(other than babies) be licensed by the Division of Child Guard lanshlp.
Whereas the old lav gave this protection to all infants under two
placed out at board, the new law extends such protection to all children
under fourteen - with the exception that public and private agency
boarding hoaes for children over two are not subject to inspection
and licensing. The experience of the Division in carrying out the
provisions of Section 2$ of Chapter 119 and public opinion aroused by
this and other experience led to the postage of this legislation to £ive
Massachusetts children sore protection jind coverage comparable to that
exist! £ in aany other states* It *as Impossible to estimate accurately
tr.c voiuae or irork to be encompassed under the neu law; with the result
that although the personnel requested was greeted, it -roved inadequate -
possibly due in part to the fact that the new la* because affective at a
tine when war and eaployaent conditions vere increasing the nuaber of
children boarded out.
In passing Chapter 648 of the Acta of 1941 the Legislature
gave the Division the responsibility for more work with juvenile delin-
quents in the form of temporary custody to avoid coa^itaent of such chili rr;
to Jail while awaiting examination or trial. There were granted additional
funds for the care of such children and three social workers to transport
them to ami froa courts, etc. Since it was possible to -redict roughly
the number and geographical distribution of these new court case?, the
funds and staff proved adequate. But a long search for special foster
homes for such children, who for most of the state would rarely total
enough In any one locality to nean continuous use by the Division of a
detention nose, which is the sost difficult foster hose to find and
develop, resulted In a practice of using for this purpose certain
foster hoses already in use by the Division in other \ arts of the state,
and the Children 1 s Aid Society 1 s special detention hones for children in
greater Boston.
One nore legislative change affecting the work of the Division
was the assage of Chapter 661 of the acts of 19-41. The Department of
Public Health in its new function of licensing all the hospitals,
absorbed the licensing of maternity hospitals, formerly carried on by
the Division of Child Guardianship; and turning raturally to Miss
Hary T. £cCann, «r;o hfd for trenty-iive years done this work, to continue
it in the Department of Health, took fro^ this Division someone «no r ad
long been an outstanding aert^er of the staff.
In the setter of personnel, for want of which the Division's
work suffers so greatly, only a fraction of the request was granted.
An assistant director was :aade possible, and following a Civil Service
examination the ap ointment of Kiss Esther P. Rill - formerly Case
Supervisor of the Children's Friend Society of Boston (by which she had
been loaned in the suaaer of 1939 to akke a special survey for the
Child Welfare Services program of the Division) was made on April 21,1942.
Filling a great gap that had existed for the past sixteen years, the
Assistant Director serves as case supervisor for that part of the Division
caring for children in its custody, leaving the Director to concentrate
on administration, personnel, and supervision of the other functions of
the Division* Another important gain was the establishment of a super-
visory position, providing a Supervisor of Intake where hitherto there
had been adequate supervision only of the intake of dependent caiidren
although the current intake of neglected children is more than three times
as large. While four social workers were added, the net gain was two -
sir.ee tao carried on the payroll of the Division of Aid and Relief were
recalled by that Division* One new social worker was assigned to work
on the adoption placement of children in the care and custody of the
Division, so that nore children are being removed from state care and
expense to the permanent security of adoption homes* By rearrangement of
other workers, two social workers were assigned to work exclusively on
the return of childrento their families or other relatives - with
similar advantages to them and the state. An additional social worker
(a nurse like her colleagues; was added to the unit giving Social
Services to Crippled Children.
More personnel, as has been pointed out to the Ways and eans
Committee, would not only mean Baking more satisfactory *ork possible
and keeping routine work up-to-date, but would unquestionably save the
state money. If there were more staff tine to put into investigating
the cn**s children who come to the Department through the courts as
neglected, nore time to work on collecting support from parents whose
circuast&nces may have changed subsequent to the commitment of their
children, uore time to investigate possibilities of discharging children
to arents and other relatives - there would unquestionably be fewer
children In care and aore relmburseaent collected for their cere*
Such additional worker* would save their salaries several times over*
The experience of adding a worker for the placement of children in
adoption has aeant saving almost three tises her salary in the year, to
say nothing of the cumulative saving achieved by discharging children
ten to fifteen years sooner than they would otherwise have left the
care of the state.
Kartine changes In general conditions affected the Division
in aany ways. All the various transportation difficulties cane sharply
hose to a large staff of social workers doing field work and transporting
cniltiren mi but one day a week. Living within the general restrictions,
the staff has r;ade the adjustments required and received the cooperation
of tr.e officials involved ixs securing gas, tires, and new cars as necessary
.
An the characteristic difficulties of the tises due to loss of personnel
and trouble securing repleceaents have siaiiarly been a handicap retarding
the work of the Division - especially in the clerical field, because of
the co paratively low salaries offered in state service for the majority
of our clerical positions.
Various other aspects of wartime conditions affected sore
directly the children in the cere of the Division and others for whoa it
has responsibility. It saw 287 of the older boys join the Arced Forces
of our country as against 101 in the preceding year. Cur older children
and aany of our foraer children - like all young people of their age -
need copies of their birth certificates for all the purposes recently
requiring then, so that a large aaouiit of staff tine has had to be taken
from regular *ork for search and verification. The work with children
evacuated from England and previously reported on continued. With ne*
responsibility for the Department in connection with plans for evacuation,
Mzae responsibility to the Division for planning care for whatever children
apart from families the war night necessitate evacuating in this state.
We were fortunate enough to secure the loan of Mr. S. Hex Welson, Director,
fcast Bo3ton Social Centers Council, to supervise this work; and through
funds : rovlded by the United States Children's Bureau through our Child
Welfare Services program the full titae services of Uiss Barbara Wallace
froa the Boston Council of Social /gencies (and a secretary) to organize
the ^ork to be carried by the staff of the Division with the assistance of
the other public and private agency social workers in the children's field.
Probably the largest problea precipitated by the tlaea i~as been
the securing and holding of enough foster hoaes for the thousands of
children already in the care of the Division and those newly arriving
each day. There is no ne«?d to expatiate .ere on the baffling difficulties
faced by child placing agencies the country over in this matter ever since
the cost of living began to rise, women began to take eaployaent outside
the home, families doubled up with their menfolk in service, etc., etc.,
etc. The shortage of foster horses predicted in last year's report became
a nightmare - the general problea being accentuated by the low rate of
board paid to foster rsothers. An increase of fifty cents a week granted
during the Emergency Session of the Legislature in January 1942 steamed
the tide only slightly, as it was insufficient to cover the rise in cost
of living to that date. With increasing pressures as the souths passed,
it became necessary to lower foster home standards in order to keep old
and new children with roofs over their heads. The only hope is further
raising of the board allowance and additional staff for hoae-finding,
since the conditions creating the situation can scarcely be expected to
grow better before they grow worse, and that not for some time.
One nore setback due to financial pressure of the tines he*
been the loss of the proposed receiving hone for new children. In the
budget approved by the last Legislature was included the rental and
operation of a house near the office to relieve the crowding of the
office and provide proper care for children on arrival. A reception
office, play-waiting room, doctor's examining room, clothi .g rooa,
facilities for providing a hot luncheon instead of raiik and sandwiches
sent in, rest room for 3ick or weary children, facilities for isolation
care for twenty-four hours, and the inclusion of nursery care for new
infants (now provided in an apartment on Joy Street) - would all have
been at last available under one roof close to the office. A suitable
house in good condition with adequate space and even an elevator was
found at 79 a"t. Vernon Street in the property until recently used by
the Adult Education Center. However, shortly before the Division was
to have moved in it was advised by the Governors office that the plan
oust be abandoned for the duration.
The year has se*n sose changes - for the better - that cannot
be classified as due either to legislative action or wartise conditions.
The acquisition of Rooms 1 and 2 was a great boon. Roon 1,
really two connecting rooas with a lavatory, provides vastly better
accommodation for the children's vaiting-rooa and doctor's exajutning
room U;an the Division has ever 1-nown. Rooa 2 furnishes ide*l acco^ oda-
giox; for the new unit established to carry on the licensing of private
boarding !ior.es for children under the legislation previously mentioned.
Very real help in the area of needed personnel was given
teaporarily by the Children's Bureau in allowing the Division to use
funds accumulated in the Child -elfare Services account. Fhereas
children newly arrlvi:ig in the care of the Division htve never bees
provided with any case work services until, after temporary placenent,
they go to regular foster ho es - although they most need such assistance
at the crucial point of their initial adjustment from hose to agency care -
it became possible to set up a small unit of staff to receive the new
children, study them and thoir fanily histories (so far as available),
and carry thea as individuals until the visitors arrange for their
peraanent placement. It is too soon to report results since this unit
was not set up until two months before the year's end. Another similarly
temporary grant has been used to provide an additional social worker for
the unit which investigates adoption petitions for the courts. This
unit being hopelessly understaffed for the current volume of work (see
below) and the Division under constant criticism for its inability to
keep up with the ever increasing pressure of new cases, it was felt that,
although Child Welfare Services funds should not be used to subsidise
staff units already set up to meet normal responsibilities of the Division,
the incoming Legislature would inevitably see the need of core staff for
the investigation of adoptions and provide it. On this assumption the
cost of an interim additional social worker was allowed for.
CHlLDRr* in the CARE and CUSTODY of the DIVISION
Summary of all Children under Care during the Year. (See
next page.)
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Although intake was expected to rise, the total number of new
children received by the Division In the first year of the war showed
no appreciable increase, amounting to 1,370 as against 1,362 In 1941 -
when there *as an increase of 13£ over 1940. Broken down into several
categories, however, 1942 Intake shows some differences over the pre-
vious yean 279 dependent children* were received, - a decrease of 2J&
froia 1941; 896 neglected children, - an Increase of 5% over 1941; and 196
wayward and delinquent children, - an Increase of 41a over 1941* The
decrease in dependent children probably can be attributed to the general
Increase in employment which nas Bade it economically possible in many
cases for the singls -arents as well as other relatives to continue with
children 1 s care. The increase In neglect was anticipated in response to
such factors as -iothers going Into Industry, fathers leaving the family
for the Armed Services or for employment opportunities in other locations,
the greater consumption of alcohol usually accompanying "good times*, as
well as the disturbing effect on family life of the uncertainty of the tiaes.
The increase in delinquent children was occasioned for the most part ty the
expansion of the Division's work in the detention of juvenilsts held for trial
examination, made possible with the special funds appropriated in 1941
when the Legislature enacted Chapter 648.
The lack of personnel to ma>:e adequate investigations of cases of
neglect and delinquency has continued and presents a gap of as,k>v proportions
in the Division's services. Due to this staff insuf j iciency it is not
possible to investigate the validity of the court complaints
58 under Sec. 22 of Chap. 119
2 * fcec. 28 * Chip. 119
216 Uec. 38v» Chap. 119
3 Sec. 14 • Cn*P. 273
which result in the commitment of children, to explore the possibilities
for re-ad Justing the family situation so that the children nay recta in at
hoae or go toother suitable relatives; nor to prepare the child for the
new experience if he needs to co&e into care, and get information about
the cMld himself to serve as a basis for planning intelligently for bin
after hw is received.
Disposition of Children held on Temporary Mittial
.
PeiritaK further orojer of {fie QoHTt
deceived Peraa- Discharged, Died
Pending during nently Dismissed, Pending
Dec. 1, the Cos- Bailed & Dec* 1.
1941 Year aitted Defaulted 1942
Hegiected 201 680 204 390 1 286
Wayward 1 - 1 -
Delinquent 57 170 12 162 - 53
Total 259 850 216 553 1 339
Children committed for temporary periods under the neglect
law constitute a great problem. It is very difficult to fit children satii
factorily into foster homes for short periods when there is no possibility
of knowing the ultiaate disposition of the court case. Too often children-
are coa izted for varying periods in order that pediculosis, scabies or
impetigo say be cleared up. Tenporary coar:itncnts should be ^sed only
when there is no other solution possible since the traumatic effect on a
child or the sudden disruption of his hot ielife — even a poor ho&elife —
Sometimes causes incalculable harm.
Personnel for investigation of applications for the care of
dependent children is nore adequate and peraits not only a careful study
of each new case, but also follow-up service of an intensive nature to a
limited number of faailies of dependent children, together with annual
reviews of the faaily situation of ail dependent children in care.
The following figures show the volume of work on applications
for the care of dependent children:
fUB&m yaallies
Applications pending Deceaber 1, 1941 ....... 577 409
Applications received Deceaber lf 194-1 to
Sovenber 30, 1942 (Including 101 re-applications) 772 558
1,349 967
Disposition as follows:
Advised only • ••••••• ,42
Applications withdrawn
. 22
Assutsed by relatives • 320
Assuaed by private agencies. • • 33
Assumed by public agencies ....... 76
Children committed Section 22, Chapter 119 Gen.Laws
Boys ^including 1 foundling) . • * . . .41 •
Girls .17
58 58*
Children received Section 38, Chapter 119 Gen* Laws
Boys • • • • 124
Girls 92
216 216*
Pending December 1, 1942 ?32
Total . . . • 1,349
Of the total group of children in the care and custody of
the Division 556, at the close of the year, were infants supervised by
the unit of nurse-visitors for children under three. During the year
they received 345 new children and lost 418: 151 returning to parents
or ether relatives, 11 being nlaced for adoption, 4 dying, and 252 being
transferred on becoming three to the visitors for older children. In
the course of the year a total of 974 babies were supervised by this unit,
so that the EorcajLity rate was less than one-half of one per cent.
Sua of these ite:is 274 plus 3 received under Section 14 of
Chapter 273 and 2 received under lection 28 of Chapter 119 ecuals 279 in Sua-
aary Table.
ti
The staff unit working exclusively with nentally deficient
children cared for 487 boys and girls. It arranged the admission of 52 to
the state schools for mental defectives; had to secure the admission of
several psychotic children to state hospitals; and Bade nany tenporery
placesaents in the State Infiraary and the Hospital Cottages at Bald*insviile.
Sixteen (16) children were returned to parents or other relatives, 10 became
of age, and six (6) die* (of chronic diseases). Changes in eaploysent
conditions helped the older children in this group, and our employed mentally
deficient children hade a total of $3852. in their savings accounts.
The three large staff units caring for all the children between
thre* and twenty-one and not diagnosed as mentally deficient carried on In
•pite of travel difficulties and the acute, shortage of foster hones, while
intake continued at a steady pace. The aen visitors for boys over twelve,
in their additional capacity as the eourt agents for the Division, attended
over 6000 hearings on cases of juveniles charged with delinquency or wayw&rd-
ness, and about 2^00 cases of neglect. It the end of the year the older boys 1
(over twelve years) group had 109 in Senior High School, 10 pursuing further
education (including 2 in college), and 5.42 employed - including 235 in factor-
ies. Tabulated by ages, both boys and girls in the fifteen year old grcup
are cost numerous, each year froa fifteen to twenty-one showing declining
figures. Our nuabers are heavy in the early years of adolescence when cioso
supervision is needed, vhereas piaxTiy old enough to be self-supporting return
to their own noses. As always, we have tried to keep siblings together in
placement as far as possible, and when not in the saae home, in hones near
enough to permit frequent contacts; but the general pressures Gf the foster
hon;e shortage have ri&de such planning more difficult than ever. The girls in
college outnumber the boys, and this year two girls won four year scholarships.
The older girls, like the boys, benefited by the general enployaent situ&cion -
with a declining nuaber accepting housev.ork *?hile the general conditions in
the dosestic u&rket swamped us with calls for girls way beyond any hope
of filling thea.
For the year Just ended slightly less than 78£ ox" the total
number of children in care were supported in whole or part at state expense,
as against 8Q£ for the preceding year; and of the 5942 children represented
in tills figure, 156 cost the state their clothing only.
For the support of children, reimbursement to the amount of
$205* 39-4*13 *as collected froa places of settlement. Fifty-eight thousand,
two hundred ninety dollars and fifty-one cents ($58,290.51) was collected
froa relatives. The latter figure showed an increase of 27£ over that for
1941, which was 37% higher than that for 1940.
The percentage of the total nuaber of children cared for that were
discharged -luring the year was only slightly nore than in the previous year.
While these discharges included ail cases of passing from care (including
becoming of age, Harrying, entering the armed Forces, deaths, eoanitnentS
to *arious state institutions), the proportion or discharges by way of
return to relatives has been focused on. Visitors have always Investigated
requests for the return of neglected children, while the investigators who
handle intake of dependent children have done thosa for the children they
had originally accepted.
rvith the terrific pressure on visitors to find and keep enough
foster ho- es for the children In care end with their too heavy caseloads, It
was reared that they could not get around as rapidly as they would like to
anyt .in \ except ?laccaent work - itself now almost aore than could be managed.
Consequently two workers were assigned exclusively to Investigation of requests
for discharge of neglected children. It is too early to consider results of
this plan, since children are given soae supervision for the first year of theii
replacement in their own hoses before being finally discharged; but at the
end of the year one of the newly assigned workers ad 149 Children so replaced.
The figures for the investigation of requests to disclarge dependent children sr
aa**_ m
Cases pending December 1. 1941 77
Cases added Decewber 1, 1941 to lloveaber 30,1942 .... 50
Total 127
Disposition as follows:
Discharged after investigation 13
Closed 52
Pending Deceaber 1, 19-42 62
Total 127
ADOPTION of Ete^a 1» custody of the BIViaiQg
During the year December 1, 1941 to loveaber 30, 1942 ve received
New applications 75
Applications froa boarding foster parents
to adopt 61
and had carried over
Pending applications 48 184
Of these there were
Withdrawn 9
Disapproved without investigation or
not completed 5
Investigated 110
Pending December 1, 1942 60 184
Of 110 ho~es investigated, there were
Approved for adoption 80
Approved but withdrawn 12
Disapproved 18 110
In spite of the war, the Division has had sore applications than it
can fill, .fcrticularly fros people of Protestant faith. The list of Catholie
ftp:-llcar.t8 is raich shorter. The people of Jewish faith could be given no
fissistance because of the leek of Jewish children in the care of the Departs* t«
The denand for infants still represents the aajority tnd unfortunately there
is still an lnadec.ua te nusber of infants eligible and available for adoption.
Tb« additional worker appointed a year ago has Made it possible to consider
tr.d test aore children tnan previously, end to persuade sor.e of the applicants
to i: t^rest theaselves in children tvo years of age and over.
Because of war conditions, several older children in custody eligible
V
for war service or defense work hare expressed their desire to bo adopted
by foster parents in whose faniiies they have become assiiailated. In this
way their nasea and birth records could be changed previous to registration.
The aost striking instance was that of three brothers, twins of twenty years
and their nineteen year old brother who had lived in the sane foster hone for
aany years.
During the current year, fourteen children were placed for adoption
in hoaes investigated for that purpose, and fifty-two children were changed
frocs a boarding to a free basis in the same homes with view to adoption.
3ixty-six children were legally adopted - forty girls and twenty-six boy*.
Of these sixty-six, five *ere adopted by relatives. Twenty-three were over
twelve years of age, fifteen of them being girls and eight boys - five 01 «hoa
were in the draft age.
There are now sixty-six children in ho^es on trial for adoption.
Courts through which. A^pp^jLon* were nade.
Barnstable 1
brlstol 5
Fsfex 11
Franklin 3
Ha&pden 1
Hampshire 1
Middlesex 17
Horfolk 8
Plymouth A
Suffolk 8
Worcester 7
QTHEE FUNCTIONS of the DIVISION
Interstate cases investigated under reciprocal arrangement* with
otK.er states were handled as usual by our investigating unit.
Cases pending December 1, 1941 52
Ccses received December 1, 1941 to Hoveiaber 30,19^2-1X9 201
disposition as follows!
Cases closed 139
Cases pending December 1, 194-2 62 201
Investigation of Idootlon Petitions for the Courts
The effect of the declaration of war by the United States waa
definitely felt in the Adoption Unit. The nuiaber of petitions for adoption
received froa the fourteen Probate Courts of this Couaonwealth rose from
1080 in the preceding year to 1560 in the year just ended, meaning an incu ts*
of a little sore than JUS*
As compared with 3even years ago the work of the rast yeer shows
sore than 100% increase. During tnis rise in work the Adoption Unit r.ad no
tdcitioniO. personnel until the last two months of the past year when one
social worker was added to the staff, Fniie the additional worker helps very
such tne Unit is still without a staff adequate to handle the work thrust
upon it. This can be illustrated by the fact that on the last day of tha
fiscal year the Unit >*ad uninvestigated petitions for adoption on hand to the
number of 357. When this number is divided aiaong the five field workers, it
leaves each worker with sore than seventy investigations. As far as clerical
and stenographic work is concerned, there is the same serious predicament.
Since the formation of the Unit ten years ago there has been only a slight
increase in the amount of clerical help aade available.
It is interesting to trace the causes for the great increase in
adoptions during the past year. After the disaster at Petri Harbor Ben joining
the Artaed Forces or looking forward to Joining tnea begtn to think about
t e future welfare of children who were living in their hones with no lepal
st&tus. Soon we found a rush for the adoption of such children so as to oi'far
tata a place in the ho&i* comparable to that of children who live vith their
natural parents. As sen entered the Armed Services they began to .^ake arrange-
lenta for allotments and life insurance for their own children. A similar
desire was felt to provide for children who were living in hoaes of persons
not their own parents . The large increase in marriages of sen in the Arced
Services furnished another stimulus as many of these narriages were with
women who had children by previous marriage* or children born out of wedlock*
There were also some who, to obtain exemptions under the Income tax laws,
adopted children who had long lived in their families and who without doubt
tould remain in these families always*
The petitions for adoption by men in the United States services
for the most part involved requests to rush the investigations as fast as
possible. Such requests for sen in the service were hard to deny, so work
on other adoptions had to take second place.
Statistics for the year are as follows:
Cases pending Deceaber 1, 1941 216
Hew petitions referred by Courts
December 1, 194-1 to Koveaber 30, 1942 1560 1776
Cates closed December 1,1941 to Soveaber 30,1942 1419
Investigated and reported to Courts 1411
Hot Investigated (withdrawn or otherwise
eliminated) 8
Cases pending November 30, 1942 357
Total 1776
Reports to Courts on coapleted investigations
covered adoption petitions for
Legitimate children
By relatives
By persons other than relatives
Illegitimate children
By maternal relatives
By alleged relatives
By persons other than relatives
Foundlings
Total
3f these petitions investigated three (3) were withdrawn and 65 were
iefinitely disapproved In reports to Court; 16 were approved with reservations
and a further trial period was advised in five (5) cases.
Of these 323 were petitions of mother and her husband.
it
550
454*
41
164 659
1411
Seven hundred eighty-three (783) notice* were received from the Court!
during the year shoving disposition of cases
Approved by Department and granted by Courts 754
Approved with reservation by Department and
granted by Courts 1
Disapproved by Department and dismissed by Courts 5
Disapproved by Department and granted by Courts 32
Social Services for Crippled Children
Physically handicapped children on register September 1, 1941* 11,465
Cliildren reported September 1, 1941 to August 31* 1942
Hew cases 1852
Old Cases(follow-up investigations) 3461 5.313
16,778
Reaoved from register 364
Duplicate intake 3461 3 PS25
Physically handicapped children on register August 31, 1942 12,953
tiost of the information on children reported came from the
cities and to-sns reporting in compliance with General Laws, chapter 71,
section 46A. Kany children, however, were referred for consultation
service by other public or rivate agencies or by individuals interested
in handicapped children*
With rheumatic lever continuing the chief cause, other sajor
causes of handicaps followed closely their order of frequency of other
years, namely: Infantile paralysis, deafness, cerebral palsy, congenital
deformities, defective vision, respiratory disorders, epilepsy, fractures,
and osteomyelitis. Less frequent but equally important disabilities
reported wer«^ scoliosis, bone and Joint tuberculosis, arthritis, and
paralysis such as progressive muscular dystrophy, myatonia congenita,
Friedreich's Ataxia, and paralysis resulting from spinal cord injuries.
Those vho present no special medical or social problem, or ?*ho
* The calendar year for this report coincides *it,v that of the school
year.
sre under the active supervision of an appropriate agency, are reviewed
only as often as necessary to keep the information on our register
reasonably current. However where the original investigation indicates
a need, sose children are seen at least once a year. Handicapped children
are continued on the register until their disability is corrected, they
pass their twenty-first birthday, die, or aove out of the state.
During the past year 4949 children's cases have been worked on,
i.e., the 5313 above ainus the 364 removed froa the register. Many children
were found to be in need of services such ast assistance in obtaining
hospitalisation or appropriate institutional care; assistance in adjustment
back into school; help In obtaining suitable special training; or referral
to local private or public agencies for faaily welfare services. This
called for a constant interchange of services with the Department of Public
Heal th and the Department of Education, and also with the sany public end
private organisations in the Commonwealth interested in handicapped children.
The splendid cooperation given by these various agencies during the year
greatly facilitated the work of this subdivision.
Of these 4949 children, there were under active medical care 4360
as follows
1
privately J.614
in clinics 2412
in hospitals, convalescent hoxses
or other institutions 334
and not under active aedical care 539
26 having completed treatment and the rest being seen infrequently
by doctors or in clinics or having refused further nodical care
Total 4949
Analyzing the saiae group with reference to their
schooling, we foundt
physically unable to attend regular schools 2546
Of those there weres
In special schools or classes 50X
approved for horae Instruction I560
and not recommended for hoiae Instruction 476
because they were too ill, mentally unable to profit by
further instruction, beyond school age and not interested
in further education, or referred for institutional care
or soae more appropriate plan of education and nedical care*
The refining group, totalling 2403
included
those w;;o had finished nigh school or left school at 16 265
those of preschool age 74
thos*1 able to attend regular public school classes 2064
(239 or them receiving supplementary instruction
in lip-reading or speech training)
Total 4949
CftUd ejfare Services
During the past year Child Welfare Services has devoted
its efforts largely to the task of solving the problem of the care
of children whose mothers are employed in war industries* Mtk but
throe Consultants In the field, it has not been possible to offer
actual 8day care* service to any of our defense areas* Much time
and thought has been given, however, to assisting communities from
which defense workers are drawn, to study their ne«ds, their available
resources, and the possibility of extending these or of developing
new resources where necessary.
Our custo^ry work—that of helping municipalities to
understand the difficulties of their less fortunate children has,
to a certain extent, peri'orce taken second place to day care -with
the war lapset. Southbridge, Starbrldge and Charlton Kara continued
to eaploy the services of a local Child Welfare Worker, and Webster
voted to meet part of the expense of such a worker* After a year of this
experience, the townspeople seea aost enthusiastic about the case work
service rendered their children and assure us that they will continue
to support the project* Some assistance is also given to three or
four surrounding towns, and we hope that they, too, will eventually
bear a share of the financial burden*
*
wther towns, particularly those
in which the presence of aray caaps or large defense industries has
made life exceptionally complicated for children, have expressed
definite Interest in the Child »elfare Services program. There is
reason to believe that in the near future Child Welfare Workers will
be employed by the Boards of Public Welfare in soae of these towns*
In September of the past year, with the assistance of the
Deoartaent of Hental Health, the Barnstable Child Guidance Clinic was
opened in Syannis. The town officials, teachers, and social workers
have long felt the need of such a center to serve Cape Cod, and Child
Welfare Services is particularly happy to have been in a position to
help with its establishment*
Because the Division of Child Guardianship, as s rt-.ole, has
continued to be heavily burdened, an effort has brren m&e to relieve
the visitors in vtrious vays. An extra worker was added to the sub-
division of adoptions and another to the section given over to the study
of cases of neglect. A Reception Supervisor *as appointed to bear the
responsibility of studyinr the needs of all children during the period
of temporary placesent, in the hope that aore satisfactory rermanent
plans raay be rade for them. All three undertakings are b lng financed
from Child Welfare Services funds, and while this arrangement can only
be temporary it means substantial help In a critical situation caused
by insufficient ersonnel.
UcqnqlflK of Tftf&At fiOir^lng r^QHef
The 1941 Legislature amended the statutes relative to the
licensing of infant boarding homes to the effect that any child under
fourteen years of age living apart from a blood relative or guardian
oust be reported to the Department of Public Welfare; and any foster
hose boarding two or acre such children mist have a license, for which
the fee is five dollars ($5.00). As in the past, homes used exclu-
sively by the Department of Public Welfare, the Boards of Public Welfare,
the Institutions Department of Boston, or the charitable corporations
organised under the laws of the Commonwealth report only those infants
under two years of age. Inthese cases, no fee is charged for the
license*
This report on the first year's work covers less than a
twelve months 1 period as the new unit was established six weeks after
the beginning of the fiscal year, and the field work began two weeks
later. The results of the first year of operation of the Subdivision
of Licensing of Infant Boarding &o»es have proved the need for this
legislation. Many deplorable conditions have been disclosed. Of the
homes that have been considered for licenses, approxi?aately 20% have not
neasured up to the minimum standards established by the Department.
Many cases of greed, lack of understanding of children, and poor social
background of the foster parents have been discovered.
1
The tendency toward herdIn* too nany children into crowded
quarters lias been found prevalent. Using these children as a source
of income has wade many forget their obligations towards their charges.
It becaae necessary to discourage the use of living rooms, dining rooas,
halls, and even breakfast nooks as bedrooms. One hone, consisting of
only six rooms, proved to be housing six adults and seven boarded
children.
There have been soae unsatisfactory foster homes *hich,
having previously been used unsuccessfully by private or public agencies,
have continued to operate by boarding children who were placed in then
privately. In one of these hones, the foster Bother disciplined a child
for enuresis by placing hia to sleep in a tub partially filled with
water. Another applicant 1 s home had been discontinued as a Ibster nose
because of the brutal beating administered to a child in order to correct
his delinquencies.
Perhaps post eppalling is the large nuaber of applicants who
must be refused licenses because their poor social background renders
theta totally unfit for the important responsibility of caring for children.
Strangely enough, aany who have failed with their own children feel
peculiarly confident in assuming the guidance of other people 1 s children*
Families with long criminal records have not hesitated to *-ppiy for
licenses. In one case, two children ^ere f ?und boarding in a home which
also boarded four adult sal* patients on parole from a nearby mental
hospital. It was the foster sother f s custom to leave the children alone #
hours at a time, in the care of these ssen. Perhaps even nore tragic was a
case referred to us by local authorities. In attractive ten-year-old girl
had been placed at board in a family notorious for its own problems of
immorality* The foster grandfather in the household had served a State*
•
Prison sentence for Incest. The foster father had served three months in
the House of Correction for indecent aflflauit upon his own daughter* The
foster mother is known to be immoral, A grown-up daughter was a comau-
nity problem, and the fourteen-year-old son has been committed to one
of the state schools for delinquents as a lewd and lascivious person*
Despite this family r.istory these people had not hesitated to apply for
a license to board children*
In addition to problems such as those just described, there
have also been various problems connected with actual administration
of the law* When this new unit was organised, no accurate estimate of
the volume of work to be done could be reached. Findings were based on
the statistics of the five fiexd nurses who, in addition to visiting wards
of the Division of Child Guardianship, had also licensed boarding hoses
in which children under two years of age had been reported* It was de-
cided that five field workers, two stenographers, two clerks and a
supervisor would comprise a staff sufficient to carry on this work.
Unfortunately, this was not the case* Because of the advisability of
advancing slowly and making each investigation as thorough as possible,
and because of the large nunber of hones reported, the five field workers
were able to visit less than hall" the ho'-es listed. It rres deemed lost
important to investigate complaints and applications lor licenses* Un-
questionably there remain many hones in which children are boarded that
^e have been unable to reach.
The statistics for the year follow. (It mist be remembered
that the period covered was actually ten months—see above
—
&n& that
for six nonths oi:e field workers position was vacant*)
Nuaber of hones listed 3014
Huaber of children listed 4133
Placed by agencies 1477
Placed privately 2656
4133
Suabcr of hoses visited 1392
**Total number of visits made 2486
Kuaber of licenses applied for 657
Busber of licenses granted >07
Paid licenses 251
Agency licenses 256
Huaber of licenses refused 45
Hunber of applications withdrawn 51
Number of applications pending 54 657
Twelve (12) children died during the year.
This includes visits of investigation to Boards of Public Welfare,
Boards of ilealth, pastors, doctors, agencies and other sources.
TUITION of CHILDREN under the CARS and CONTROL of the DEPARTMENT
Under the operation of General Laws, chapter 76* seat ions 7
10 inclusive, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, governing
reimbursements by the Commonwealth for tuition and transportation of
state wards in public schools, bills received from 264 cities and towns
for the tuition and transportation of $,140 children amounting to
1337,021.78 - viz., tuition #305,303.83, transportation $31,717.90 -
were audited by the department and paid b y the Treasurer of th»
Commonwealth during the year ending November 30, 1942. The location
of the children was as follows:
Abington, 12
Acton, 29
Aoushnet, 10
Adams 4
Agawam, 7
Amesbury, 5
Amherst, 34
Andover, 4
Arlington, 35
Ishby, 4
Ufrfisld, 16
\ahland, 11
\thol, 10.
tttleboro, 18
uburn, 2
Won, 1
Jarnstable, 7
teoket, 16
iedford, 7
} elchertown, 43
tellingham, 30
lelmont, 15
arkley, 15
lerlin, 14
lernardston, 7
leverly, 4
illerioa, 41
olton, 15
oaton, 384
raintree, 16
ridgewater, 23
rimfield, 16
rockton, 69
rookfield, 2
rookline, 3
uckland, 24
urlington, 15
ambridge, 58
anton, 24
arlisle, 1
arver, 9
harlemont, 2
harlton, 7
helmaford, 33
helsea, 8
fcaahire, 25
Chester, 20
Chioopee, 12
Clarksburg, 6
Clinton, 39
Colrain, 8
Concord, 5
Conway, 26
Dalton, 3
Danvers, 14
Dartmouth, 9
Dedham, 27
Deerfield, 7
Dennis, 8
Dighton, 1
Dover , 1
Dracut, 27
Dudley, 2
Duxbury, 2
East Bridgewater, 14
East Brookfleld, 10
East Longmeadow, 3
Easthampton, 4
Easton, 40
Erving, 14
Everett, 37
Fairhaven, 14
Fall River, 11
Falmouth, 1
Fitohburg, 7
Foxborough, 33
Framingham, 70
Franklin, 45
Freetown, 13
Gardner, 2
Georgetown, 10
Gill, 4
Gloucester, 3
Grafton, 2b
Granby,
:
28
Granville, 2
Greenfield, 25
Groton, 9
Groveland, 7
Hadley, 19
Halifax, 4
Hampden, 18
Hanover, 4 Medford, 70
Hanson, 19 Medway, 58
Hardwiok, 16 Melrose, 26
Harvard, 10 Mendon, 7
Harwich, 1 Merrimao, 8
Hatfield, 1 Methuen, 14
Haverhill, 44 Middleborough, n
Hawley, 9 Mlddleton, 2
Heath, 10 Milford, 35
Hingham, 14 Millbury, 23
Hinsdale, 11 Killis, 10
Holbrook, 9 Milton, 19
Holden, 3 Monson, 22
Holliston, 27 Montague, 18
Holyoke, 34 Natick, 52
Hopedale, 10 Needham, 3
Hopkinton, 22 New Bedford, 50
Hudson, 59 New Braintree, 4
Huntington, 9 New Salem, 5
Ipswich, 1 Newburyport, 7
Kingston, 7
Lakevllle, 5
Lancaster, 8
Newton, 75
North Attleborough. 3
North Brookfleld,
Lan esborough
, 3 ^Northampton , 17
Lawrence, 5 Northborough , 14
Leicester, 13 Northbridge, 14
Leominster, 30 Northfield, 3
Lexington, 41 Norton, 4
Leyden, 3 Norwell, 11
Lincoln, 1 Norwood, 35
Oakham, 2
Orange, 10
Oxford, 38
Palmer, 64
Peabody, 7
Pelham, 8
Pembroke, 19
Manchester, 2 Pepperell, 4
Mansfield, 17 Petersham, 7
Marblehead, 4 Pittsfield, 12
Marion, 13 Pla infield, \2
Marlborough, 96plainville, 4
Marshfield, 9 Plymouth, 13
Mattapoisett, 12 plympton, 1
Mavnard, 2 Provinoetown, 1
Medfield, 10 Quincy, 65
Littleton, 2
Lowell, 160
Ludlow, 12
Lunenburg, 4
Lynn, 36
Lynnfield, 2
Maiden, 45
Randolph, 47
Raynham, 19
Reading, 8
Rehoboth, 5
Revere, 28
Rochester, 12
Rookland, 12
Royalston, 4
Rueaell, 3
Rutland, 12
Salem, 7
Salisbury, 2
Sandisfield, 2
Sandwich, 4
Saugus, 30
Satoy, 8
Soituate, 5
Sharon, 20
Sheffield, 3
Shelburne, 8
Shrewsbury, 30
Somerset, 14
Somerville, 82
So. Hadley, 8
Southampton, 4
Southborough, 33
Southbridge, 15
Southwick, 12
Spenoer, 11
Springfield, 38
Sterling, 16
Stoneham, 19
Stoughton, 53
Stow, 9
Sturbridge, 25
Swampscott, 3
Swansea, 18
Taunton, 41
Templeton, 13
Tewksbury, 11
Townsend, 8 8Tyngsborough, 12
Upton, 7
Wakefield, 47
Wales, 6
Walpole, 17
Waltham, 27
Ware, 68
Wareham, 41
Warren, 15
Vatertown, 17
Wayland, 9
Webster, 1
vellesley, 23
Wendell , 6
West Boylston, 8 \
West Bridgewater, 11
West Brookfield, 18
Y?est Newbury, 7
West Springfield, 12
We sthorough, 16
Westfleld, 24
Westford, 36
Westminster, 15
V;eston, 2
Westport, 10
Westwood, ^5
Weymouth, 44
Whitman, 10
Wilbraham, 5
Williamsburg, 14
Williamstown, 9
Wilmington, 44
Winchendon, 13
Winchester £8
Winthrop, 2
Woburn » 178
Worcester, 44
¥/rentham, 9
Yarmouth, 3
iST/.T7 50APD Of BOUSIKG
SlD'.rSY T. S!PHICKLA!D, CHAIRKA!7
(See Annual Report of the State Board of Housing)
DIVT3I0H OF JimSilLE TRAINING
Charles H. fcivenport, Director
Walter C. Bell, Executive Secretary
(41 fit* Vernon Street,Boston)
See Anr.ua1 Report of the Trustees of the Massachusetts
training Schools
XBsixrorcoris u:-:reit sbi D.u ;A,'T;.:"nT
3fte following Briei iJT.i-.toii*-?nts r- late to the g< neral
su. ervlslon or each of the five institutions under the depart-
aent. These reports arc followed by coaparaaive and ^ore de-
tailed ionsid<»ration of the financial ad©ini j -ra r.icr: the
Institutions* Further details about the aork a: U.c various
Institutions taay be found in the institution reports which are
publisher p&rately.
TH£ rrWEBBPRY STiViF: HOSPITAL AKD I;,YI?Jaaiaf,
T! ui SBORt
C. $inthrop Houghton, ~.D., Superintendent
Appointed Larch 5,1/A2 to succeed
L&srence Km Keliey, LL.U., IC«D«
Provides Infirxary care Tor needy persons not chargeable
for support to any city or tc.-n. Insane ersons end those v'th
contagious diseases are not adsdtt*d«
Gee Annual Report oi the 1 ru:>te-*s of the Xewksbury
State Hospital and InfirEtary
INFIHaAHX DKPARTI-tniT AT TEF STATE PABM,
BRIDGERATI-B
(Under the Department of Correct ion)
Ja&es A. barren, Superintendent
Provides infiraary care for indigent persons ( ;ale) not
chargeable to any city or town.
See Annual Report of the State Fans
MASSACHUSETTS IKtoPITAL SCHOOL, CASTON
John E« fish, H«D# , Superin t »ndent
Provides care and school in for the crippled and deforaed
children of the Commonwealth; a school with Uoj: ital facilities.
See Annual Re;>ort of the Trusteed or the
Massachusetts Hospital School
LYHAH SCHOOL rOK SOY'S, SSST50HOUGH
Char .-3 i.# DuBois, 5u.printer/lent
Provides custodial care and Industrial trailing "or
delinquent boys under fifteen years of » j cottage plan.
See Annual Report of the Trustees of the
fctssuachusetta Training School*
XXDCSTI3XAL SCHOOL FQF f.STic, -il-i^jT
Ftobert T« Grey, Superint< dent
Appointed *-^b. 1, 1942,ouc^eding
O^orgo ?m Campbell
Provides cuscodU-l care ana industrial training for -oys
over fifteen and under twenty-one years of age; only beys under
eighteen say be admitted.
3ee #nmi£l Report o.r the Trustees of the
Massachusetts Training Schools
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FQ3 GIRLS, LAISCAST? 8
isiss V. Marion Rollins, Surfer! Pendent
Provides custodial care and industrial training : :r del-
inquent girls under seventeen years of age at time of cosnltaent*
See Annual Peport of the Trustees of the
Massachusetts Training School*
EUPEnVISIOa OF INSTITUTIONS
In the natter of financial au ervision, the department examines
and analyzes institution expenditures, keeping constantly in Kind
the function of the institution and the relation of its business
to the care, education, and welfare of the lnnafies* The following
tables ere designed to shew in detail the financial condition of
each institution.
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THB GG&iTC tRUIXHO SCHOOLS
Under the proTlelon* of General Leva, Chapter 77# Section 8, t) o four
eounty training schoole for truante and habitual school offender* are
ubjeet tc tha ialtation of thia Department, which la required to
report thereon In lta annual report*
Tha names of the school* and the auperlntendente are aa follower
Kbsex County Training School, Lawrence, Ja»ea R. Tetler
Rampden County Training School, Springfield (Feeding Hilla)
Thome* F. Sullivan
Kiddleaex Countv Training School, Korth Chelroaford,
J. Barl Wotten
Soreeeter County Training School, Oatedale (meat Boylaton)
SSSSX COwStX TSalMIKlG SCHOOL
Lawrence, Maas.
Jan. 1, 1941 Boye attending aehool Ho* 44
Jan* 1, 1942 Boy* attending school Ko. 49
Discharged during 1941 So. 35
Ada! tted during 1941 Ko. 20
Full capacity »© 71
Budget appropriation for 1941 f47,000.00
Net expendlturee for 1941 50,683.00
Budget appropriation for 1948 55,000.00
RA.MPBEH COUNTY TfUlKIHG SCHOOL
Feeding Hill*, Maea.
Agawaa, Mass*
Jan. 1, 1941 Boya attending aehool »o. *9
Jan. 1, 1942 Boya attending aehool Bo. 51
Discharged durini: 1941 So. 17
Paroled ^
Admissions during 1941 So. 34
Full capacity So. 60
Budget appropriation for 1941 $28,000.00
Ket expenditure* for 1S41 53,G0l.v>0
Budget aporopriatlon for 1942 31,000.00
MIDDLESEX OOOTfTT TKAIIXaTB SCHOOL
9o« Chelneford, Mui.
Boya attending echool »c. 1103oye attending echool Io. m
iHacharged during 1041 n . 120Admitted durlns It41 io. 110
Total capacity Mo# M
Budget appropriation for 1941 $77,000.00
»«t expendituree for 1041 82*679.00
au^et appropriation for 1942 84,000.00
WORCESTER COU TY THAI HI MG SCHOOL
Oakdale, Maea.
Boya attending achool ge- 54Soya attending echool *o. ©1
Dleeharged during 1041 *>. 4*Admitted during lt41 48
Pull eapaelty Io. &
audfiet appropriation for 1041 *32.230«00Net expenditure, for 1041 m!m£ooBudget appropriation for 1042 36,425.00
DEP2JDHTT MINOR CHILDRF* WITH SETTLEMKST PROVIDED FOR
OUTSIDE IXFIRMARIE8
Am required by chapter 121, section 6 or the General Laws. 143cities and towns reported 2271 children (1256 boy. and lols sirls)supported outside of infiraaries on January 1, 1942 and July l. 1912Se" f^ft*?™™ Foster ho*7s at rates ?ary?nj from *'1 »ith the exception of 11* of the nuaber
I!!? Jl^rre pl**"l ln hospitals and institutions. ^amount,most frequently reported, however, were *3.50 and #5.00 a weekT
follow^
6
"
t°imS reportln* the number of children reported
Acushnet, 2
Adaas, 9
Agawaa, 2
Amherst, 2
Andover, 6
Arlington, 5
Athol, 2
Attleboro, 3
Barnstable, 13
Barre, 1
Bellingham, 5
Belmont, 2
Beverly, 9
Billerica, 3
.
Boston, 13^2
Bourne, 1
Bra in tree, 6
Bridgewater, 1
Brockton, 21
Brookline, 15
Cambridge, 16
Carver, 6
Charlton, 5
Chatham, 1
Chelmsford, 1
Chelsea, 5
Cheshire, 4
Chesterfield, 1
Chicopee, 4
Clarksburg, 1
Conway, 3
Dalton, 1
Danvers, 6
Dartmouth, 1
Dedham, 8
Dracut, 6
Easthampton, 1
East Longaeadow,
Edgartown, 1
Erving, 4
Everett, 8
Fairhaven, 5
Falmouth, 10
Fitchburg, 5
Foxborough, 1
Frmminghaa, 6
Gardner, 14
Gloucester, 5
Grafton, 1
Granville, 2
Great Barrington,
Greenfield, 2
Hadley, 2
Hanson, 1
Hatfield, 2
Holden, 1
Holliston, 1
Holyoke, 9
Hull, 2
Ipswich, 1
Lancaster, 1
Lawrence, 4
Leominster, 12
Lexington, 1
Lowell, 26
Ludlow, 3
Lunenburg, 1
Lynn, 28
Maiden, 14
Marblehead, 1
Karion,7
Medford, 10
Hethuen, 1
MIddleborough, 5
liiddleton, 3
Milford, 3
1 Milton, 3
Honson, 5
Montague, 1
Nantucket, 3
New Bedford, 46
Newbury, 1
Newburyport, 1
Hewton, 17
Norfolk, 1
Borth Attleboro,
Korthborough, 2
Northfield, 5
North Heading, 1
2 Norwood, 4
Otis, 1
Palmer, 4
Faxton, 1
Peabody, 4
Pelham, 2
Pembroke, 1
Phillipston, 5
Pittsfieid, 2
Plalnville, 2
Plymouth, 4
Quincy, 3
Randolph, 2
Raynhaa, 1
Reading, 4
Roches ter*$ 2
Rockland, 3
Salem, 35
Seekonk, 2
SomerviU e, 22
South Hadley, 1
Southbridgr, 2
Springfield, 20
Stoneham, 7
Sutton, 2
Taunton, 16
Tewksbury, 2
Tisbury, 2
Townsend, l
Oxbridge, 8
Walpole, 1
Walthaa, 3
warehea, 5
barren, 3
Watertown, 3
1 Webster, 6
Wellesley, 3
»esthorough, j
^estiield, 4
Westminster, ;
iestport, 5
W.Springfiela,
Keymouth, 9
Whately, 4
Whitman, 3
Wilbraham, 2
Will iamstown,l
Winchendon, 15
Winchester, 6
Winthrop, 1
ffoburn, 4
Worcester, 202
Yarmouth, 1
2271
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THE PENALTY INCURRED BY CERTAIN CITIFS AND TO*. NS
FOR FAILURE TO SUKK
thmr :-:rTUH2i3 or poor relief dorihg the sohth
OF APRIL, 1942
Under sections 32-35 of chapter 117 of the General La*.", the
department reported to the Treasurer of the Commonwealth tike
noses of th« cities i-nd to- ns which failed to s&ke their r turns
of >oor relief during the month of April, 19A2, together with the
»nount oi cenalty Incurred in each instance as follows: Belling-
han, ''7. 00; Berkley, U.GO: Hatfield, $9.00; Ipswich, |A.OO;
Katick, $6.00; Korthboro, S1A9.00; Korton, 116.00; Richmond, $2.00
Sheffield, Cl.C :•; Sudbury, $12.00.
1+
PRIVATE CHARITABLE CORPOilATICHS
Arthur G. Rotoh, Commissioner
Supervisors
Hlsa Florenoe G. Dickson Miflfl Alice Molntlre
Mlas Mary C. Robinson
Government supervision of private charitable corporations la provided In
three legislative enactments, the first of which requires the Depar*:ent of
E )llc Welfare to Investigate all applications for charitable charters, while the
second and third call for annual inspection and annual reporting. In the following
pages of this -art of the report the functions of the department and the year's
work under these several statutes are explained. This statement la followed by a
tabulation of sr. ae of the essential figures 9hovlnr the financial condition of the
various charities.
Investigation of Charitable Organizations Seeking Incorporation
General Laws (Ter. J5d») chapter 160, section 6, provides that the department
ehall investigate, give a public hearing, and report its flndlnes to the "ecretary
of the Commonwealth, In all oase9 of charitable organisations whioh seek a certi-
ficate of Incorporation. During the year ending November 30, 1942, 48 applications
for charters have been referred under the provisions of this statute. The depart-
ment has completed its Investigation, given hr-rrlnrs and reported on 46 application
lnoluding 6 received prior to the beginning of the year.
Action has been taken by the Secretary of the Com~onwealth on 47 a^-licatione
as listed below. Forty- three (43) of these petitions have been granted and charter-
issued, while 4 have been refused.
Anti-Vivlsectlon Sooiety of America, Inc.
Attleboro War Cheet Inc.
Beneficiary Trust, Incorporated
Beverly Camp P.otr.ry, Inc.
3everly Community Fund, Inc.
Chlccpee Community Nursing Assoclf.tlen, Incorporated
Civlo Center, Inc.
Community Cheet of Taunton, Inc., The
Community Fund of Salem
Dartmouth Defence and Health Corps, Inc.
Dllboy Memorial Home, Inc.
Ea3ton Nursing Association, Inc., The
East Wilmington Improvement Association, Inc.
Eaton Foundation, Inc., The
Ella Lyman Cabot Trust Incorporated, The
First Region Council of the Citizens Committee for the Army and ?*avy, Inc
Fitchburg Chapter Yankee Division Veterans Association, Ino.
Franols Ward Paine Foundation, Inc.
Girls Service League, Inc.
Haverhill Community Chest
Hebronvllle Community Association Incorporated
Kopalgorod Ladles Auxiliary, Ino.
41
Ladies Auxiliary of the Virgin Mary of Sorrows Society of Mlrabella
Eclana of East Boston for Mutual Aid and Benefit, Ino.
Laymen's League Against Epilepsy, Ino.
Lottafun School Day Camp and Nursery, Inc.
Massachusetts Men's Club, Inc.
New Bedford Defense and Health Corps, Ino.
Ostro Hebrew Marshoe Soolety, Inc.
Fre-School Dental Clinic, Inc.
Professional Golfers' Association—New England Section—Caddy rducatlonal
Fund Inc.
St. Anthony Club of North Woburn, Inc.
Saint Takla Society of Daraya, Damascus, Syria, of Boston, Mass. Inc.
Shelburne Falls Community House, Inc.
Springfield Nutrition Service Bureau, Incorporated
Springfield War and Community Fund, Incorporated
' Squadron Welfare Board Inc
.
Sunderland Road Community House, Inc.
Swedish-American Drive Wings for Norway of N°v England, Inc., The
Thrift Center, The
United Lebanese-American Catholic Association of Lowell, Mass., Inc.
United Nations Relief Fund, Inc.
U. S. 0. Greater Boston Soldiers & Sailors Committee, Inc.
Visiting Nurse Association of Dover, Medfleld & Norfolk, Inc.
War and Community Chest, of Holyoke, Massachusetts, Inc.
West End Ladles Gmilas Chesed Association, Inc.
West Hill School, Inc.
Worcester District Community Center for Aiding Transfusions, Inc.
Supervision of Charitable Corporations
General Laws (Ter. Ed.) chapter 121, section 7, requires the Department of
Public Welfare, upon the request or with the consent of a charitable oor-oratlon,
to make annual lnsaectlon or Investigation of such corporation.
During the past year supervision of Incorporated charities has been continued
through visits and conferences by the supervisors. There have been 201 Inspections
Involving many consultations and visits to Institutions.
There have been 827 Inquiries regarding particular charities and general
i .tters related to the field of private charity.
Number and Classification of Incorporated Charities in Massachusetts
Of the 1,431 charitable corporations which made returns to this department
during 1942, 133 are homes for the aged; 139 are hospitals, sanatoria and other
Institutions for the sick; 149 are nurslnr societies and other health agencies;
276 are agencies giving family service and rellpf; 136 are child-serving agencies;
192 are youth agpneies; 95 are settlements and neighborhood centres; and 110 are
federations, foundations, and community chests. The remaining 201 form a miscel-
laneous group chiefly civic or eleemosynary in their nature.
Annual Reports of Charitable Corporations
General Lavs (Ter. Ed.) chapter 180, section 12, provides that a oharitable
corporation Incorporated within this Commonwealth must make to this department an
annual financial return on or before the first day of Noveaber in each year, and
•thsr provides that if any corporation fails for two suooesslve years to make ths
,ort, the Supreme Court may decree its dissolution. Figures from the financial
ortf of corporations for the last year are given on the following pages. The
traots are arranged by towns in alphabetical order under each town.
An analysis of the returns made In 1942 showed the total property, real and
sonal, of all these charities to be $409,173,581. Subscriptions and donations
anted to $24,028,638. Earnings and refunds, including reoeipts from benefi-
ces, were 032,267,204. Receipts from interest and dividends on investments
iled $9,930,511. Legacies were received to the amount of 04,707,147. Total
rent receipts were 065,114,350. Total ourrent expenditures were $63,603,184.
il paid for salaries and wages amounted to 126,228,035.
Corporations Dissolved
In 1942, 19 corporations were dissolved by a decree of the Supreme Court. The
: follows
Barnstable Massachusetts Committee for the Care of Children from
Barnstaple England, Inc., The
Beverly Hebrew Community Center, Ino.
Christopher Shop, Inc., The
Durant Incorporated, The
Fall River Rescue A Gospel Mission, Inc.
Fratemite Franeo-Ame'ricaine, Worcester Branch, Inc.
Friends of Young Judaea, Ino.
Haverhill Hebrew Sheltering Home, Ino»
Helping Hand Soolety "Danla"
H. K. Legge Relief Corps #153, Incorporated
Keith Fund, Inc.
Lithuanian Old Folks of New England, Inc.
Massachusetts Tents Building Christian and Charitable Association For
Women Under The Jurisdiction Of The Eastern District Ko. 3, The
Memorial Hospital Corporation
Norwegian Seamen's Mission of New En&land
Rotary Club Education Fund of Peabody
Watertown Associated Charities, The
Winthrop Hebrew Community Association, Inc.
Young Men 1 8 Christian Association of Milford
Registration of Foreign Charitable Corporations
General Laws (Ter. Ed.) chapter 180, section 12A, requires a charitable
'oration incorporated elsewhere than in Massachusetts, which engages in ohari-
• work or raises funds within the Commonwealth, to file with the department
ft true oopy of its charter or certificate of incorporation, (2) a true oopy
ts constitution and by-laws, and (3) an annual report on or before November
j. Approximately 75 foreiga corporations are complying with the law.
No Endorsement of Private Charitable Organization!
The Department of Publio Welfare endorsee no private charitable organization
gtncy. This rule la abg&lute, regardless of the known standing of any such
ety. Inspection and the publication of the annual return in this volume do
mean approval; on the oontrary, inspection may mean the dlsoovery of oondi-
s culling for condemnation. No agency is warranted, therefore, in using the
of inspection in such manner as to lead the public to believe that the depart-
aprroves or in any sense commends its work.
FOR ABSTRACTS FROM
FINANCIAL REPORTS OF CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS
Call at Office of
Su; ervisors of Incorporated Charities
1942
CIIY AND TOWN INFIRMARIES
G. Prank McDonald, Supervising Inspector of Infirmaries
EXHIBIT I
Laws Relating to Infirmaries
(General Laws, Chapter 47; Tercentenary Edition)
For the information of boards of public welfare, superintendents
of infirmaries and others concerned, certain laws relating to infirmaries
are here summarized.
The Department of Public Welfare is required to visit annually
all city and town infirmaries, and to include in its annual report a
statement of their condition and management, with its suggestions and
recommendations relative thereto. (General Laws, Ch. 121, Sect. 7.)
The superintendent of every infirmary must keep a register,
in the form prescribed by the Department of Public Welfare, of the
names of the persons received and committed, the cities or towns to
which they belong, and the dates of their reception and discharge.
(General Laws, Ch. 47. Sect. 8.)
Every inmate of an infirmary able to work shall be kept
diligently employed in labor. If he is idle and does not perform
such reasonable task as is assigned, or if he is stubborn and dis-
orderly, he shall be punished aocording to the orders and regulations
established by the directors. (General Laws, Ch. 117, Sects. 21 and 22.
See also opinion of Attorney-General given to State Board of Charity,
November 21, 1904.
)
The only children who can be lawfully supported in a City or
town Infirmary for a period of more than two months are* (1) those
who are so defective in body or mind as to make their retention in an
infirmary desirable; (2) those who are under two years of age; and (3)
those who are under three years of age, with mothers who are infirmary
inmates and suitable persons to aid in taking care of them. In cases
of failure of boards of public welfare to remove children illegally in
infirmaries, the Department of Public Welfare is required to remove them
and provide for them otherwise, at the expense of the city or town con-
cerned. (General Laws, Ch. 117, Sects. 36-38.)
Provision is made that tramps and vagrants, if physically able,
shall perform labor of some kind, and shall be lodged under conditions
prescribed by the State Department of Public Health. (General Laws,
Ch. 117, Sect. 20.
The Department of Public Welfare is authorized to advise with
and assist local boards of public welfare in preparation of plans for
infirmary buildings. (General Laws, Ch. 121, Sect. 38.)
INSPECTION OF INFIRMARIES
There are in Massachusetts 98 infirmaries. As required by-
law, every infirmary has been visited at least once by the departments
inspector.
Recommendations are made at the time of inspection where need
of improvement is obvious.
Attention la directed to the fact that the Department has
not the power to enforce recommendations. The Statutes provide that
the Department visit an infirmary and as a result of such visit make
such suitable recommendations to the Welfare Board of cities and towns
as would be necessary*
INFIRMARIES CLOSED
During the past year the infirmaries at Duxbury, Hudson,
Gardner, HIngham, Pembroke and Sutton closed*
NEW CONSTRUCK05
There have been no new infirmaries constructed during this
year. Improvements have been made In a great many infirmaries to their
present structures.
INFIRMARY VISITORS
The infirmary visitors are local residents, giving their
services under the Commissioner's appointment* Those in office now
are: Andover, Mrs. Frank L. Brigham; Boston, Miss Theresa H. Lally;
Easthampton, Mrs. K. J. O'Neill; Fall River, ::rs. Joseph E. Barrel
Fitchburg, Mrs. T. R. Shea; Greenfield, Mrs. Henry F. Nash; Holyoke,
Mrs. John M. James; Maiden, Mrs. Catherine A. Love joy and Mrs. Ellen
WooIfson; Manchester, Mrs. Grace L. Porter; Marlboro, Mrs. L. H*
Tourtellotte; Montague, Mrs. Richard R. Lyman; Nantucket, Miss Mildred
H. Brooks; Newburyport, Mrs. Frederick Tigh; North Adams, Miss lone
Scrthrup; North Attleborough, Mrs* Henrietta W. Livingston; Northampton,
Miss Clara C. Allen; Bomerville, Mrs. Marguerite E* Kauler; Springfield,
Mrs. Laura H. Congdcn and Mrs. Catherine R. Hatch; Townsend, Mrs. James
H. Bennett; Waltham, Mrs. Anna Fogg; Warren, Mrs. Edna Deland.
IMPROVEMENTS
Adams, the men's dormitory front room floor was covered,
a drinking fountain installed and all beds repainted. In the main
building six rooms and bath were repapered and painted, new plaster
ceiling, two floors sanded and varnished, new light fixtures, ladies'
parlor painted, papered and linoleum laid, heating system repaired,
and. new extinguishers purchased* Amesbury, the entire building
was painted outside. Athol, ordinary repairs, some papering and
painting together with new linoleum* Barre, new boiler, new plumbing
and general repairs were done. Billerica, repairing of bam roof,
also small carpentering and painting Jobs to keep property up. He^irinj,
part of house and barn in order to put in 220 Volt system. Braintree,
remodeled large living room, also laid new oak floor, changed plumbing
system, put in two new radiators, changed lighting, new lights, new
wall board all around room, papered and calcimined ceiling. Papered
and calcimined ceiling in office, papered and calcimined ceiling in
reception room* Brockton, since the beginning of 1942, we have equipped
a room at the City Infirmary to be used as a small operating room and
laboratory, where the doctor can give much better care to minor injuries
than he could prior to its installation, diet system also improved.
Concord, did some plastering, put in new floor and did some electric
wiring. Fairhaven, painted and varnished two large sitting rooms,
also two bedrooms, new BX wiring In kitchen, new sink bowl In men's
bathroom. Fall River, painted and papered inside of Superintendent's
home, painted outside, reshingled garage, renewed slate stair treads,
replaoed return pipelines in basement, rebricked one tubular steam
boiler, installed metal hoods over all steam cooking utensils in kitchen,
in i
rebuilt windows In children's home, repainted entire first floor of
main building, installed new reception room for nurses on third floor*
Falmouth, only ordinary repairs during year. GrccnTielfi, electrical
work* Haverhill, general repairs on hor.se and out buildings* Boston,
(Long Island) improvements to diet kitchen and lavatories on wardsj
new 1200 ampere generator installed; repairs made to roofing; bakery
completely remodelled with new ovens, purchase of electric slicing
machine, new moulder, new mixer and two new proofors; flour chute in-
stalled intc fleur storeroom for more convenient tranafwr of flour
bags from truck to storeroom; new frigidaire purchased for wards;
new metaline instrument cabinet for dental office; new portable
electro-surgical unit; new set of urological instruments; new electro-
photometer, incubator, and automatic precision microtome for Path. Lab.;
preparations made for blackouts, casualty stations equipped, and air
raid shelters provided; repairs to roof Isadora In kitchen; extensive
repairs tc brick work on six boilers in power house; installation of
new pressure fire pumps; extensive repairs to fire apparatus; extensive
repairs to S.S. O'Keara used for transportation of patients and employees
from the institution to the mainland* Lowell, Dispensary installed*
Marblehead, repairs on roof of infirmary, repairs on pipes, funnel
gauge, new stove* ?.fedford, painting inside, pipes repaired. Mlddleboro,
buildings painted, barn shingled, new silo erected. Newburyport,
built two sink closets in kitchen, 10 overall screens, repaired Icechest
door and casing, new stools and casings for eleven windows, painted side
walls, ceiling and woodwork in 18 rooms and three floors In men's
quarters, painted 70 windows on outside of building, painted fire
escape, laid 2 new floors, new ceiling in boiler room, metal lath
and plaster, painted two halls and stairways in men's quarters, built
new porch and stairway to kitchen entrance, painted porch* Newton,
painted outside of building* North Adams, painted, papered and
repaired fourteen rooms, built twenty lockers for men, installed
shower room* North Andover, steel post In vegetable cellar, new
floor in bam, sand gravel and lumber, repair flush closet, replaced
defective piping under bathroom floor, new floor in bathroom and hall,
screened one-half porch, rebuilt chimney and cleaned all four*
North Brookfield, complete new heating system, new silo erected, new
addition to barn and necessary equipment installed, linoleum laid
over entire first floor, ceilings done, lighting system and eaves
of the house, repairs in mi lkroom, new machinery purchased for famu
Pembroke, a few minor repairs* Plttsfield, barn and all sheds attached
were painted, new linoleum laid in kitchen of main Louse, general repairs
to plumbing, heating, lighting and to the buildings arid equlptient.
Rockland, installed new steam boiler and stoker, added n**w radiator,
rebuilt chimney, painted 17 bedrooms, one hallway, stairway, replaced
curtains where needed, minor repairs on plumbing, laid new floor in
men's bathrocn, new snelves In vegetcble room, nevr hen house. Selem,
some painting and general repairs, heating and plumbing repairs, bams
repaired. Somerset, general repairs. South L'adley, living quarters
for help painted and papered, living quarters for inmates painted ana
woodwork scrubbed, floors and beds repainted. Taunton, repairs to
plumbin., electrical repairs, heating repairs. Uxbrldge, floors sanded
and refinished, buildings painted, repaired., steaw boiler repaired,
radiators changed, porch floors repaired and new linoleum laid. Waltham,
new steam valves on all radiators, new ten bed ward put on infirmary,
smoking room enlarged and general repairs* Webster, new sewerage system.
Westfield, refrigerator unit overhauled, new sliding doors on bam, beds
repainted, floors levelled , scraped and oiled, stairs scraped and
varnished, new eaves, troughs and drains, tin roofs painted, windows
repaired and refitted, garage painted, two old buildings taken down
and ground graded and seeded to lawn, 8 new dining tables Installed.
Winchendon, repairs to piazza, new floor coverings, building repairs*
/6V
Wobum, covered three outhouses and fixed them for working pieces Instormy weather, painted men's dining room, kitchen pantry, two bath-
rooms and six rooms, altered toilets and puttied all windows.
Charlton, built a repair and paint shop, painted barn, painted 12 roomsin house*
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Kunber Believed
table X sfao** the naab*p supported or relieved by the
cities and teens In the CosKsoireealth during the year ending Sareh 31,
1942* All persons are included, regardless of settlement* The lets!
nusber roeeivinjr aid in any fora **xr 402,725. Of this nuaber, 185,14S
were aided on account of unesployaent* the remainder, 217,577, vere aidec
as follows*—13,202 in institutions and 46,913 outside, either la private
families or in their &sm hoaea* Of tha persons sided in institutions,
7,923 were relieved in tfcs city or town infirmaries, leaving 5,279
she fcert* care* for in othsr institutions. Of the outside aid, 6,8>e
were ai4*d In privet# families, *kJ.i<t 40,032 ware assisted in their oen
noses. This last f igure cos>>rise* practically all city and to*-** aid
usually knosn as xocal public outdoor relief except 55,714 41a to Lt r in-
dent Children and 131,743 Old ig* Assistance recipients*
Cost of Relief
the funds expended by the cities end towns in the Condon*?eeith
for all poor relief tittiln their respective fiscal years are shova in
table II. The eg€**egate is classified as *erainery* or Rainienance,
end *e7rtraordirt*.ry*, or special* With the or^Ur.fery eas^eaa&iturca « re
shewn tha receipts on account i s^iat^jsarc* end the difference is sheen
unOr the heading of *aei ordinary expenditure* ** Flenses in Insti-
titions and outside cose under ordinary expenditures* *?he subdivision
folloes the ciesaifiegtioa in Table- I regarding the nature and place
of aid.
The grand total lnTabie II afcow* an aegregat* expenditure
oT $62,121,570.23. Of thi* sua, $62,102,805.69 *a* ordinary outlay,
or »aint#nanee, a decrease of $6,943, 590.7$ froa last year; the
reminder, $13,764.54, waa expended for i^ror^acnta at the city and
town lnfiraarie*. Of the woney expended for mintenanee, $2,-439,217*31
was for isfirs&ry ear© and $1,4$7#762.9? for relief in other institution*.
These amounts represent a decrease of |243,642*0Q froa last year for
institutional relief. Car* 1-* -rivat^ fesille* coat 1739,162* 57 end
r*ii<fi In recipient** own team &aauntee: to f13,5 >9,693.32* t&e total
of t*e*e two figure* shows r deertea* of $7»&3G,592.6& fros. DM arewloua
year.
The ana of 132,176,124*09 w&a expended for 014 Age Assistaiice,
an increase of #1,207,356*56 o*ej Iz&t jr*&r. TU* sua of $8,825,734.20
eae expanded for Aid to Dependent Children, -oprsseating a decrease
of 17,324.69.
Tiie coat of adsini 6 1ration :S general relief, including
salary and ofilea ^xnenses of the local labile welfare fcoerds eaae to
$2,825,111.^7, shoeing a decrease of fl9,S87.97* Thv total receipt*
oa account of ordinary expenditure* were $,17,303,732.34, classified as
receipt* on account ox* Infirs*ri*.$, $249,609.C-0 and all other,#37,054,1T3.3-
Subtracting receipts froa total expenditure* leayes $24,799,023.35, net
ordinary expenditure*.
LAWS AFFBCTXXO THF BEPAHTMEJTT
PASSED BY LEGISLATURE OF 1942
Chap. 9—AJT ACT PROVIDING FOB JHS ESTABLISHES**
IH THE STATE TREASUKY OF A SURPLUS COMMODITY STAEP
XHJS? I^UKB AHD RFOULATIBG TKE AD£n:iS?FATIOH
THFRKOF.
Approved January 31, 1942
